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FROM THE SKA PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT OFFICE

On the policy side of things, I’m happy to
report that the group of representatives of
funding
agencies
and
government
departments that have been gathering
informally on an annual basis for the last
three years to discuss SKA issues,
decided in Cape Town in February to form
an Agencies SKA Group (ASG). The
primary aims of the ASG are 1) to deliver a
non-binding
joint
implementation
agreement on the implementation of the
SKA by 2011-2012, 2) achieve sufficient
consensus and make decisions on key
policy areas of the SKA Project, where
appropriate, and 3) to prepare the
groundwork
for
the
subsequent
establishment of a formally-constituted
SKA Steering Group at an appropriate
time. The ASG held a second meeting in
the Hague in early July and one of the
actions they took on was to create a small
group to look at the SKA timeline from the
agencies’ perspective and report back at
their third meeting in October. In this
general area are the three “policy” work
packages in PrepSKA on governance,
procurement, and funding options led by
the funding agencies in the Netherlands,
Italy and the UK respectively.
Good
progress is being made, and preliminary
results on these challenging issues were
reported at a series of short workshops in
the Hague.

There is much to report about SKA
activities in the last 6 months.
The main focus has been, of course, on
the science and engineering work that is
defining the telescope and its cost, as well
as the additional site characterisation, both
carried out under the umbrella of
PrepSKA. The Science Working Group is
working
closely
with
the
SPDO
engineering team to complete the Design
Reference Mission, a key document that
describes the science requirements and
resulting technical requirements for a set
of “envelope” components of the SKA
Science Case. The system engineering
approach to the design is taking shape
and a conceptual design review at system
level is planned later this year. The subsystem designs are undergoing rapid
development, with growing involvement
from around the world via “design group”
telecons coordinated by the SPDO
Domain
Specialists
and
related
documentation.
The Dish Verification Program is making
good progress, with major input from the
Technology Development Program in the
U.S., while the Aperture Array Verification
Program led by Europe is currently under
review for funding. Progress in developing
the costed system design for the SKA was
formally reviewed by the International
Engineering Advisory Committee (IEAC) in
April. In their report to the SKA Science
and Engineering Committee (SSEC), the
IEAC approved the system engineering
approach being taken, and made many
useful comments and suggestions on
specific aspects of the work. On the site
front,
preparations
for
the
RFI
measurement campaign are in full swing,
and the first measurements are planned
early next year.
Array configurations
matched to the two candidate sites are
expected later this year. Peter Dewdney,
Joe
Lazio
and
Rob
Millenaar’s
contributions in the following 3 sections
describe the overall process in more
detail, and provide the framework for much
of the work reported from the SKA
Collaboration partners later in this
Newsletter.

Many people have had their heads down
in the US and in the SPDO over the past
few months preparing material for
submission to the Decadal Review Panel
on behalf of the SKA. It has proven a very
useful process to be required to write a
succinct description of the project in all its
facets at this stage of SKA development.
The Cape Town meetings in February
were a great success.
Superb
organisation, good weather, captivating
subject matter, and a trip to the candidate
SKA core site, all combined to make the 2
weeks there unforgettable, if not
exhausting. The SSEC spent 2 days
reviewing the project and debating some
of the larger issues such as the schedule
for developing the SKA, and engaging the
community more closely in the project. In
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glad he remains very much involved in the
international SKA scene at the policy level.
He has been replaced on the SSEC and
XC by Dave Deboer who is ASKAP
Director, and previously an ISSC member
from the U.S..

one of its decisions, the SSEC settled on
designations for SKA activities: precursor
– a telescope array on a candidate site,
pathfinder – SKA-related technology,
science and operations activity anywhere
in the world, and design study – a study of
one or more major sub-systems of the
SKA design. A highlight of the two weeks
was the one-day International SKA Forum
2009 where politicians, business, science
representatives and the press came
together to talk about the SKA. Next
year’s International Forum will be held in
the Netherlands in June at the time of the
LOFAR opening.
Another highlight in
Cape Town was a meeting on high
dynamic range imaging in the continuum
which attracted over 100 attendees from
around the world. More prosaic, but no
less important, were meetings of the
PrepSKA Board and some of its Work
Package groups, and the Power
Investigation Task Force.

While on the subject of people, let me
introduce two more appointees to the
SPDO, Wallace Turner and Phil Crosby.
Wallace is the Domain Specialist in Signal
Processing, and has a background in
industry, most recently working on sonar
arrays. Phil is our Manager of Industry
Participation
Strategy
and
is
on
secondment from a similar position in
CSIRO ATNF. Many of you will come in
contact with them over the next few years.
Finally, I’d like you to note the future
meetings calendar, and in particular the
SSEC3, WP2 and SKADS meetings in late
October/early
November,
and
the
SKA2010 meeting in March next year
which is a continuation of the annual
science and engineering get togethers last
held in October 2007. I hope to see many
of you at these meetings.

Brian Boyle stepped down from the SSEC
and the Executive Committee in early
February on his appointment as CSIRO
SKA Director. He is now a member of the
Australian delegation to the ASG. Brian
was a very active member of the SSEC
and its chair for 2 years from June 2006 to
June 2008. I’d like to acknowledge all the
work Brian did for SKA development over
the last few years, and to note that I’m

Richard Schilizzi
Director, SPDO
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NEWS FROM THE PROJECT
SPDO ENGINEERING ACTIVITIES
is in the design of imaging sonar arrays, a
field that uses many of the techniques also
used in radio astronomy.

The Domain Specialists have each set up
one or more Design Groups, comprising
individuals from contributing institutions
who are actively involved in each area.
We now have Design Groups in System
Engineering, Antennas/Feeds/Receivers,
Data Transport, and in progress for Digital
Signal Processing.
Software and
Computing awaits some more progress on
problem definition. These groups conduct
regular
telecons
to
plan
design
approaches for the relevant aspect of the
SKA system.
In parallel with the
“technology” design groups, the System
Design group is planning the development
of the SKA as an entire system, especially
the management of the system design and
the interactions and interdependencies
among sub-systems.
Clearly the
parallelism of system engineering and the
engineering of major sub-systems creates
complexity, which we are just beginning to
fully understand.

International Engineering Advisory Committee

The IEAC is a standing committee for the
SKA project, established by the SKA
Science and Engineering Committee for
the purpose of providing advice on the
technical progress of the SKA project.
The theme of the first meeting, held in
Manchester in April 2009, was “planning
and
processes”:
how
technical
requirements will flow from science input,
and how decisions will be made that result
in a set of science goals consistent with
affordable technology deployed to support
those goals. Clearly, it is too early to
make final decisions, but it is important to
develop clear methods for doing so. A
Design Reference Mission (see page 6), a
restricted set of science goals chosen to
define the “envelope” of technical
requirements, is used in conjunction with a
technology assessment method. This will
result
in
elucidation
of
science/technology/cost
tradeoffs
available, and will ultimately result in a
consistent
science
and
technology
selection. This work is also related to the
System Engineering Management Plan,
which was also presented to the IEAC,
along with progress reports and plans for
specific areas, such as the Dish
Verification Program DVP (see below).

The SPDO has recently been heavily
committed to supporting the US Decadal
Review process (Astro2010), which
included two Requests for Information.
While the SPDO provided briefly described
estimates of cost and schedule for the first
request, the second request required
much more supporting detail, including a
well described baseline system design, a
detailed build schedule, and costs
supported by basis of estimates. This
level of detail is essentially what is
planned to be the output of PrepSKA WP2
and is not immediately available.
Nevertheless, the US decadal process
was a useful first iteration in a complex
process, and very helpful in focusing our
attention on key issues, particularly in the
development of a more detailed schedule
containing inter-connected milestones and
review points for implementing the
baseline design.

The SPDO is currently carrying out an
intensive review of the Design Reference
Mission (DRM), to make a first pass at
extracting technical requirements. We are
also looking for refinements, gaps and
improvements in clarity. Both the DRM
and the system of trade-offs will begin to
be used while at the same time
undergoing continuing refinement.
Dish Verification Program

The recruitment of SPDO Domain
Specialist positions was completed when,
in May 2009, Wallace Turner joined the
group as Domain Specialist in Digital
Signal Processing. Wallace’s background

Real progress has begun on the DVP, a
critically important step in the development
of a SKA. The goal of the DVP is the
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design, costing and qualification of a nearfinal prototype antenna subsystem. The
reflector and its associated components
are particularly important, because they
are the only analogue components of the
system for which improvements are
unlikely after the SKA is built. The SKA’s
ultra-high sensitivity points to the need for
an antenna design that ensures that
system performance is controlled by
thermal noise after long integrations and
not by systematic errors, which are more
likely in analogue components than in
digital ones. Systematic errors are more
important for large fields-of-view and lower
frequencies.
A recent quantitative
analysis by Condon (SKA Memo 114)
indicates that the SKA antennas will have
to be sufficiently precise at 1.4 GHz that
they could also operate comfortably at ten
times this frequency.

•

•

•

•
•

The design group coordinated by Neil
Roddis, the SPDO Domain Specialist for
antennas, feeds and receivers, has
adopted as a baseline, an offset Gregorian
design, chosen to minimize scattering. At
the same time, this design offers a very
stable
beam
and
room
in
the
primary/secondary focus regions for
several feeds. Preliminary results in the
areas of optical, structural and reflector
designs are expected in the next few
months from the US Technology
Development Program and collaborators
at the National Research Council’s DRAO
in Canada. Preliminary plans call for
qualification of the antenna subsystems
using the EVLA. A series of tests, using
the SKA antenna as part of the EVLA
array will enable accurate characterisation
of all aspects of the antenna performance
over pointing angles, a large frequency
range, and varying conditions of wind and
solar illumination, and time.

•

•

•

each contributing institution on the
work they have done for the PrepSKA
WP2 program.
Pathfinder contributions to the SKA
design: Reports from Pathfinder
projects on how the Pathfinder
designs map on to the SKA. Lessons
learned from Pathfinders of relevance
to the SKA.
The SKA system design and costing
approach: The approach to the SKA
system design (interfaces, risk, and
cost).
SKA interactions with industry:
Presentations on approaches to
industry from the SKA project,
intellectual property and the
development of procurement policies.
WP2 Time and Resources planning:
Time and resources allocations in the
SPDO and contributing institutions.
Progress and planning in each SKA
sub-system: Review by SPDO
Domain Specialists of progress and
outline of goals.
SKA roll-out and operations: Science
operations derived from the Design
Reference Mission (DRM),
implications for roll-out, maintenance
and software development.
SKA configurations and site planning:
Progress on SKA antenna
configurations, the RFI measurement
campaign, and the interaction of site
characteristics with SKA engineering
design.
Science/technology trade-off plans:
Presentations on selected science
components of the DRM, deriving
SKA specifications from the DRM,
and the science/technology/design
trade-off cycle.

Other Items of Note

A paper on the SKA has been included in
the recently published “Advances in Radio
Astronomy”, a special issue of the
Proceedings of the IEEE.

Annual WP2 Meeting (29-31 Oct 2009)

The aim of this meeting is to provide a
snapshot of progress on the SKA design,
a forum for face-to-face discussions
among SPDO staff, members of the SKA
Design Groups, Liaison Engineers, the
Science Working Group and other
members of the science and engineering
community. The following sessions are
planned for the three-day meeting:
• Short presentations on SKA progress
at Contributing Institutions: A series
of short, snappy presentations from

A memo on the data transport for long
baselines has been written and submitted.
As described on page 8, progress is being
made on array configurations for the SKA,
as well as several other aspects of site
characterisation.
Several system engineering documents
have been prepared in draft form,
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including:
system
engineering
management plan, risk management plan,
risk register, work breakdown structure
and document handling procedures.

Peter Dewdney
SKA Project Engineer and Chair, EWG

SCIENCE
The Design Reference Mission was one of
the key inputs to the IEAC meeting held in
Manchester, GB on 29-30 April 2009 (see
page 4 for further details of this meeting).
While the focus of that Committee meeting
was not to evaluate the scientific content
of the Design Reference Mission, the
Committee did describe the Design
Reference Mission “as a means of
deciding on the performance and
capabilities
of
the
various
SKA
technologies [and that the] performance
parameters of frequency coverage,
number of spectral channels, array
configuration, survey speed etc. required
by the [DRM] provide a metric for ranking
the performance/cost ratio of the new
technologies under development for the
SKA.”

Activities involving the Science Working
Group have been varied and include
continuing refinement and expansion of
the Design Reference Mission (formerly
known as the Reference Science Mission),
supporting the International Engineering
Advisory Committee (IEAC) meeting and
Astro2010 process, organizing a series of
workshops that focus on the multiwavelength
and
multi-messenger
astronomical landscape to which the SKA
will contribute, preparing for the IAU
General Assembly in Rio de Janeiro, and
beginning the preparations for SKA2010.
Design Reference Mission

The genesis of the Design Reference
Mission has been described here
previously as originating from the SKA
Specifications Review Committee.
Its
intent is to describe clearly the science
requirements, and the resulting technical
requirements, on a set of observations
required to execute key components of the
SKA Science Case.
Following a
comparison of nomenclature from other
large projects (including ALMA, JWST,
LSST and IXO), the name Design
Reference Mission was adopted, from the
original Reference Science Mission.

ASTRO 2010

The U.S. Decadal Survey is conducting an
assessment of projects for the next
decade, similar in spirit to the European
AstroNet process in 2008. SWG members
submitted
numerous
white
papers
describing how radio wavelengths in
general, and the SKA in particular, will be
useful for addressing some of the
fundamental problems in astronomy,
physics, and astrobiology.
Further, a
white paper describing the science case,
technical readiness, and programmatic
aspects of the SKA was submitted, with
many SWG members contributing to the
content of the science case.

The Design Reference Mission now
contains 14 chapters, each describing the
science
motivation,
scientific
requirements, and technical requirements
for an observation designed both to carry
out key aspects of the SKA Key Science
Projects as well as to illuminate the
“envelope” of technical requirements for
the SKA. The current goal is to produce a
public release of version 1.0 of the Design
Reference Mission at approximately the
same time as the publication of this
Newsletter.

International
Assembly

Astronomical

Union

General

The IAU’s XXVII General Assembly will be
held in Rio de Janeiro, BR, on 3-14 August
2009. Many SWG members are on the
Scientific Organising Committees for
different symposia, and we expect that the
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SKA will be widely and well represented.
Furthermore, the SKA, and the science it
will enable, will be one of the facilities
highlighted in Special Session 10 “Next
Generation Large Astronomical Facilities”
on 14 August.

SKA2010

The first announcement of SKA2010 has
been distributed. This meeting will be held
in Manchester, GB, on 22–25 March 2010
and follows in the spirit of many previous
SKA meetings (e.g., Paris, Pune, and
Manchester). It is anticipated, however,
that now the SKA has entered the system
design phase, this meeting will have a
greater
impact
on
the
scientific
observations to be conducted by the SKA
as the result of various system and
engineering decisions.
Furthermore,
previous
meetings
have
included
assessments and rankings of various
aspects of the SKA Key Science Projects,
and it is likely that this meeting will also
include re-visiting the Key Science
Projects.

Science Synergies

A key role for the SWG is advocacy of the
SKA to the larger astronomical community.
Members of the SWG are attending and
organising
many
conferences
and
workshops, with more multi-wavelength or
multi-messenger
emphases,
and
presenting the science case for the SKA
as well as science synergies with facilities
across the spectrum.
A listing is
maintained on the SKA Web site and is
summarised on page 10

Joseph Lazio
SKA Project Scientist and Chair, SWG

SITE CHARACTERISATION
logic.
There was also concern that
delivery of the sampler board was going to
be delayed considerably too. Therefore, a
design for an alternative sampler board
was started, and that hardware is now
ready for testing. Every effort has been
made in the design to ensure that 400
MHz bandwidth processing will be
possible, which would reduce the amount
of time needed to do the RFI survey.

PrepSKA Work Package 3 deals with
"further site characterisation" and the
SPDO Site Engineer, assisted by the Site
Characterisation Working Group (SCWG),
is working in this area. To date, the
SCWG has had one face-to-face meeting
and one teleconference in 2009. The first
half of 2009 has seen many initiatives in
defining and organising the work that
needs to be done in several site
characterisation areas.

Work on the RF electronics in South Africa
is on schedule. Final integration in the
trailers and testing will take place in South
Africa later in 2009.

Radio Frequency Interference

The SPDO, together with our South
African and Australian partners, are
designing and building two sets of identical
RFI measurement instrumentation that will
be deployed and used simultaneously on
both continents.

Work on the data processing hardware at
ASTRON is ongoing and a format for the
data has been defined.
It is now expected that it will be possible to
have the two systems integrated, tested
and shipped by early-2010, which will
allow just enough time to carry out the
measurements and to prepare the reports.

The design work for the digital
spectrometer part, which is to be built from
ROACH hardware by an Australian group,
is
complete
in
principle.
The
implementation in hardware has been
delayed because of the delivery problems
of the ROACH hardware. One ROACH
board has now been delivered and the
group is working on getting the design
uploaded and verified in programmable

On 11-12 May 2009, a dedicated WP3
meeting on configurations and RFI
monitoring was held in Manchester, GB.
At this meeting, agreement was sought,
and in principle achieved, on the way to
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deal with the problem of having RFI-noisy
activities at the two sites during the RFI
monitoring campaign.
For a limited
percentage of time during the campaign,
noisy activities will be allowed and this
data will be flagged and not used for the
analysis and reporting of spectrum data.
This is a good compromise which allows
us to collect valuable data on the RFI
environment at the core sites.

The meeting on 11-12 May 2009 enabled
the SPDO and representatives from the
two candidate sites to agree principles,
methods of work and co-operation during
the configurations design effort.
The
meeting was fruitful and frees the way
towards the design of two configurations,
one per country, by the end of 2009.
Part of the initial work of the
Configurations Task Force is the study of
the suitability of starting assumptions for
the array, such as the distribution of
collecting area versus baseline length.
Also, the sensitivity of the figures-of-merit
to changes in positions of outer stations is
being investigated. This is important for
the final selection of those locations
because we want the best array
performance
while
keeping
the
infrastructure cost as low as possible.
Another issue is to identify the point at
which individual antennas can be
combined into beam formed stations. On
the one hand we want to postpone that as
much as possible, and on the other we
need to combine at some stage to keep
the cost of signal transport and data
processing under control.

Besides the high sensitivity measurements
that will be done at the core areas, a
selection of approximately four remote
sites will be visited also, for slightly less
sensitive measurements.
Troposphere

A task force within the SCWG has started
to investigate the options for carrying out
troposphere stability measurements with
an interferometer phase monitoring
system. One of the options for doing this
was investigated but has yet to result in a
workable plan.
The investigation
continues because tropospheric stability is
seen as an important aspect of site
characterisation.
Array configuration

During the May meeting, it was agreed
that the two host countries will be involved
in the final part of the design of the
configuration in their country. In this way a
good compromise can be found in
scientific quality and economic feasibility.
Local industry consultation may be
included in this process.

Much work has been undertaken in array
configurations design.
To date, the
Configurations
Task
Force
has
concentrated on working with, and
validating, the tool of choice, AntConfig.
Much effort was put into organising and
preparing two meetings to inform the
community, and to receive feedback, to
kick-start this important work. On 25-27
March 2009, the Configurations Task
Force held a meeting in Manchester, GB,
which brought together experts in the field
from around the world, some by video
conferencing. At this meeting, discussions
focussed on design goals, figures-of-merit
that quantify some aspect of array
performance, and methods of work.

The SPDO will subsequently initiate
independent consultancy to evaluate the
cost of infrastructure and deployment, and
the associated timelines, starting in early2010.

Rob Millenaar
SKA Site Engineer and Chair, SCWG
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OUTREACH
Aperture Array (AA-hi) elements will be
grouped in 60 m diameter stations and the
sparse Aperture Array (AA-lo) elements
will be grouped in 100 m diameter
stations.

European Week of Astronomy and Space
Science (JENAM 2009)

An early significant event in this
"International Year of Astronomy" was the
European Week of Astronomy and Space
Science (JENAM 2009), which was held at
the University of Hertfordshire, GB, on 2023 April 2009. The SPDO and RadioNet
shared a booth at this event and many
SKA brochures, posters and CDs were
distributed to participants, who numbered
over 1000.
New posters showing a revised SKA
timeline were printed for this meeting, in
order to reflect changes to the SKA
schedule approved by the SKA Science
and Engineering Committee (SSEC) at the
SSEC 2 meeting in Cape Town, ZA, on
23-24 February 2009.

Figure 1. Offset Gregorian Dishes

The current animation and still images
show the AA-hi array at the heart of the
SKA inner core, surrounded by the dish
array. This presents the SKA as a single
instrument but, in practice, scattering from
the surrounding dishes would greatly
impair AA-hi performance. Thus, the new
animation and still images will show the
SKA to have a multi-array core with each
of the three different array types having its
own separate 10 km diameter core at the
heart of the SKA. Within each array core,
the elements will be closely packed at their
centres and will be randomly spaced with
the spacing increasing towards the edge
of the core regions.

There were specific sessions relating to
both the engineering and science of the
SKA at JENAM 2009, as well as an
excellent keynote lecture given by Joe
Lazio, SKA Project Scientist.
New SKA animation

The design of the SKA is moving on apace
and, thus, we now have a firmer idea of
how the SKA will appear, both in terms of
the individual elements that will be used
for the three arrays (dish antennas, sparse
Aperture Arrays and dense Aperture
Arrays), and the way in which these
elements will be configured. It, thus,
seemed right that the Outreach Committee
(OC) should provide new still images and
an animation that will more accurately
reflect how the SKA might actually appear.
Xilostudios, who produced the previous
images and animation, have been
commissioned to provide the updated
animation and still images. The process of
developing the new animation and still
images has involved many meetings with
SKA engineers in order to incorporate their
latest thoughts about the design of the
SKA

Beyond the central core there will be a
region, 360 km in diameter, in which
dishes and stations of AA-hi and AA-lo will
be randomly distributed with, again, their
density falling off away from the centre.
Beyond this there will be "stations" made
up of 20 dish antennas laid out along 5
spiral arms, the longest of which will
extend out to ~3000 km.
In mid-July 2009, Ian Morison and Colin
Greenwood visited Xilostudios in Bologna,
Italy, to review specifications for the stills
images. The new set of still images of the
SKA will be available by end-July 2009
from the SKA website.
Morison and
Greenwood also worked with the
Xilostudios team on the "storyboard" for
the new 90 second animation.
It is
apparent that the new "virtual" landscape

The new animation will show dishes, 15 m
high and 12 m wide, with an Offset
Gregorian design, similar to that used in
the Allen Telescope Array. The dense
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display booth in an excellent position and
members of the OC committee will be
manning the stand during the 11 day
meeting.

will be considerably more complex than in
the current animation and so delivery is
not expected until end-August 2009.
XXVII General Assembly of the International
Astronomical Union (IAU)

Ian Morison
Chair, Outreach Committee

A major event this year will be the IAU
meeting in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, on 3-14
Aug 2009. The SPDO has secured a

MEETINGS
Future Meetings
HPC and Software Challenges in Astronomy
Conference

PrepSKA WP4 (Governance)

Den Haag, NL (am - 8 Jul. 2009).
By invitation only

Pune, IN (12-16 Oct. 2009)

PrepSKA WP6 (Funding)

Power Investigation Task Force (PITF)

Manchester, GB (23 Oct. 2009)

Den Haag, NL (pm - 8 Jul. 2009).

By invitation only

By invitation only
Agencies SKA Group (ASG)
By invitation only

SKA Science and Engineering Committee
(SSEC 3)

International Astronomical Union (IAU)

By invitation only

Den Haag, NL (pm - 8 Jul. 2009).

Manchester, GB (26-28 October 2009)

Rio de Janeiro, BR (3-14 Aug. 2009)

Agencies SKA Group (ASG)

Manchester, GB (29 Oct. 2009)

3rd Marie Curie SKADS Training School:
Towards the SKA - increasing the evolution
rate in radio astronomy

PrepSKA WP2 (System Design) 2009

Paris, FR (25-29 Aug. 2009)

Manchester, GB (29-31 Oct. 2009)

3rd Extremely Large Databases Workshop

8th SKADS Board Meeting

Château de Limelette, BE (3-4 Nov. 2009)

Lyons, FR (28-29 Aug. 2009)
17th
IEEE
International
Engineering Conference

SKADS Conference

Requirements

Château de Limelette, BE (4-6 Nov. 2009)

Atlanta, GA, US (31 Aug. - 4 Sep. 2009)
MCCT – SKADS Workshop:: Digital Signal
Processing and Beamforming Workshop

Science with SKAMP: Workshop on Widefield
Spectroscopy of the Southern Radio Sky

Manchester, GB (9-13 Nov. 2009)

Molonglo Observatory, AU (16-17 Sep.
2009)
Enabling Grids
Conference 2009

for

E-sciencE

Supercomputing 2009

Portland, OR, US (14-20 Nov. 2009)

(EGEE)

215th American Astronomical Society (AAS)
meeting

Barcelona, ES (21-25 Sep. 2009)
CASPER (Center
Processing
and
Workshop

Washington DC, US (3-7 Jan. 2010)

for Astronomy Signal
Electronics
Research)

SKA 2010

Manchester, GB (22-25 March 2010)

Stellenbosch, ZA (28 Sep. - 2 Oct. 2009)

SKA Science and Engineering Committee
(SSEC 4)

19th Annual Astronomical Data Analysis
Software & Systems (ADASS) conference

Manchester, GB (26-28 October 2009)

Sapporo, JP (4-8 Oct. 2009)

By invitation only
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SUMMARY OF
INSTITUTES

NEWS

FROM

THE

CONSORTIA

AND

Radio Astronomy Research (ICRAR), an
equal joint venture between Curtin
University and the University of Western
Australia.

The reports that follow from around the
world cover a very wide range of exciting
developments that chart the progress
towards the SKA.
Below is a brief
summary of the various articles which I
hope will whet your appetite to read the full
versions.

Canada
Canadian engineers are committed to the
SKA design effort within the PrepSKA
programme and their scientists will be
provided with access to SKA key science
through collaboration with ASKAP. Work
continues on the testing of two 10 m
composite reflectors and a design study is
being made of a 12 m offset composite
reflector.

Ian Morison
Outreach Officer

Australia
Work on the Australia SKA Pathfinder
(ASKAP) continues apace and the first of
thirty-six 12 m diameter antennas will be
delivered in November. The feed structure
will support the CSIRO-developed Phased
Array Feed (PAF) receiver enabling
observations over a wide field of view.
With a surface accuracy of at least 1 mm
rms, ASKAP will allow observations up to
10 GHz.

An 84 element dual polarisation phased
array feed - Focal Plane Array (FPA) demonstrator has been mounted on one of
the 10 m dishes for testing using both
satellite and astronomical sources.
At the University of Calgary, excellent
performance has been attained with room
temperature LNA designs between 0.8 1.5 GHz; designs for room-temperature
LNAs to operate between 700 – 1400 MHz
have been completed.

In March 2009, a demonstration of transcontinental real time processing of data
was made when data from three CSIRO
telescopes on the east coast of Australia
were transferred over 3000 km to be
processed in real time at Curtin University
on the west coast - helping to prove
Australia's
path
towards
technical
readiness for the SKA.

China
Rapid progress is being made on the
design and initial construction of the FAST
telescope - to be the largest single dish
telescope in the world.
The working
frequency of the FAST will be 70 MHz - 3
GHz and will utilise 4 sets of broadband
feeds with cryogenic receivers so the
system temperature in this frequency
range will dominated by the sky.

Currently, the Murchison Widefield Array
(MWA) has 32 antenna tiles deployed at
the
Murchison
Radio-astronomy
Observatory with generator power, a link
to the outside world and a screened
receiver/correlator hut provided by the
CSIRO.
At the same site, a joint
MIT/Caltech project - Experiment to Detect
the Global EoR Step (EDGES) is also
looking to take advantage of the conditions
in remote Western Australia to carry out
low-frequency astronomy.

The FAST project and Guizhou University
have collaborated to establish an
Astrophysics Centre which will offer
academic programs leading to the M.S.
and PhD degree in a variety of areas of
astrophysics and astronomical sciences.

The Curtin University of Technology in
Perth, WA, has formally launched the
Curtin Institute of Radio Astronomy (CIRA)
as the University’s home for radio
astronomy activities. One of CIRA’s main
links is to the new International Centre for
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coverage in the 30 - 1,500 MHz frequency
range, with an increased instantaneous
bandwidth coverage of up to 400 MHz.

Europe
SKADS

A new software based back-end, the
GMRT Software Back-end (GSB), which
carries out real-time correlation and
incoherent and phased array beam
forming over 32 MHz bandwidth for 32
stations, has been developed. It uses offthe-shelf components for implementing a
parallel distributed data acquisition and
computing cluster that works in real-time
with 30 antennas of the GMRT.

SKADS is now in its final phase and
results are being published. A set of 16
tiles for the EMBRACE aperture array
demonstrator is now being tested and, all
being well, the "green light" will then be
given for full EMBRACE production. The
full array will consist of 144 tiles within a
radome at Westerbork and be equivalent
to a 15 m single dish in effective aperture.
A 64 tile array is also to be built at Nancay,
France and both should be up and running
by (northern) summer 2009.

A 15 metre dish was installed at the Pune
campus, towards the end of 2008. It is
presently being fitted with the RF, fibre
and digital electronics and should become
fully operational shortly.

The final SKADS Conference will be held
at Chateau de Limelette, Belgium, on 4-6
November 2009.
The theme of the
conference is "Wide Field Science and
Technology for the SKA".

Discussions have been taking place with
the SPDO to explore the possibilities of an
Indian
contribution
to
software
development for the SKA. As part of this
effort, an international meeting on "High
Performance Computing in Observational
Astronomy:
Requirements
and
Challenges" will be held in Pune, India in
October 2009.

LOFAR

Over the last few months, the LOFAR
station roll-out coordinated by ASTRON
has picked up speed following an
exceptionally wet and cold winter which
delayed installation of the first LOFAR
station. Work was able to commence at
the end of March 2009 and it has now
been handed over to ASTRON for
operations. Currently, two more stations
outside the core are being equipped with
LOFAR hardware and functionality tests
have already started. It is expected that
20 stations will be completed in the
Netherlands by the end of (northern)
summer 2009.

New Zealand
New Zealand's first 12 m Cassegrain radio
telescope is located at Warkworth some
50km north of Auckland.
It will be
operated by the Auckland Institute of
Technology.
The New Zealand Trade and Enterprise
(NZTE), has formally joined the Australian
SKA Industry Consortium (ASKAIC) to
collaborate
in
supporting
industrial
participation in SKA. There are currently
more than 50 industries in New Zealand
that have expressed interest in the SKA.

The European LOFAR station roll-out is
progressing well.
LBA and electronic
hardware has been shipped and are being
installed and tested at Garching (MaxPlanck-Institute
for
Astrophysics),
Tautenburg (Thüringer Landessternwarte)
and Effelsberg. For the remaining stations
such as at Bremen (DE), Potsdam (DE),
Chilbolton (GB), Nancay (FR) and Onsala
(SE), contract negotiations have either
been finalised or are about to be
concluded and preparations are well
underway.

South Africa
MeerKAT

The MeerKAT dish construction shed is
now fully complete and houses a, nearly
completed, 12 m diameter dish mould for
the construction of the MeerKAT
antennas; this will have a surface
accuracy of 0.5 mm. A new 6 km road
links the construction shed to the site
where the 7 KAT-7 antennas, whose
foundations have now been completed,

India
A significant upgrade of the GMRT is
currently underway, the main focus of
which is to provide almost continuous
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and the SPDO, placement of the prototype
antenna at the EVLA site for testing within
an array environment.

will be located. The pedestals and other
components of the seven KAT-7 prototype
antennas were delivered to the telescope
site in June 2009. The first fully tested
and commissioned antenna will be handed
over to SKA in early-August 2009. Work
on the feeds, cryogenic systems and
digital back end systems are progressing
well with tests indicating that the systems
are performing as predicted. Software
development is carrying on in parallel with
a fully simulated system.

EVLA

The project is making good progress
toward its completion in late-2012 or early2013, when the final receivers will be
installed.
Twenty-one of the 28 VLA
antennas now have been converted to
EVLA specifications, and account for more
than 75% of all antenna-hours in scientific
observations.
The last antennas are
scheduled
to
be
converted
in
approximately mid-2010. The prototype
EVLA WIDAR correlator was installed and
tested during the second half of 2008, and
the EVLA will be on line with the WIDAR
correlator in March 2010.

C-BASS

The South African SKA Project, together
with the Hartebeesthoek Radio Astronomy
Observatory and Rhodes University, is
collaborating
with
Caltech,
Oxford
University and Manchester University on
the C-BASS (C-Band All Sky Survey)
project. Two antennas will be used in this
experiment: one at the Owens Valley
Observatory in California, and one 7.6 m
antenna at the Klerefontein support base
of the South African MeerKAT telescope.
The C-BASS project is intended to
undertake all-sky, total power and linear
polarisation measurements to obtain a
precise map, in the C-Band, of the Stokes
parameters of the Galaxy.

ATA

USA

Activities have focused on array
commissioning, completion of preliminary
science campaigns, and the launching of
new surveys. Members of the ATA team
have also led the submission of a new
proposal to ASTRO2010, the US decadal
survey of astronomy and astrophysics: the
Radio Sky Surveys Project (RSSP). The
RSSP will involve science surveys with an
ATA expanded to 256 antennas.

Technology Development Program (TDP)

LWA

The TDP is in its second year of a fouryear programme. Good progress has
been made in its two principle areas:
Antennas, Feeds and Receivers, and
Calibration and Processing.

Site preparations have begun and a
significant construction effort is planned for
(northern) summer 2009. The final design
for the LWA-1 antennas has been
completed and prototyped - there are 256
elements in each station.
Work is
beginning
to
establish
the
basic
infrastructure at a second site.

The Antennas Working Group (AWG) met
in Los Angeles, CA, US, on 6-7 May 2009.
At the meeting, developments in reflectors,
feed
antennas
and
LNAs
were
summarised and a forward plan was
identified for development of a prototype
antenna by 2012. An off-axis reflector with
Gregorian optics and a feed-antenna
indexer was outlined as the best
provisional choice. Strong interest was
expressed in favour of exploring
hydroforming as a way of manufacturing
12 m or larger antennas. The TDP Project
Office is also exploring, along with NRAO

MWA

This project remains focused on
demonstration of full end-to-end operation
of a 32 tile prototype system. Already, the
system is yielding robust imaging
datasets: a radio image 30 degrees
across, imaged at 159 MHz with a 1.28
MHz bandwidth of a region in Pictor shows
many sources (including Pictor A) with a
dynamic range of ~1600:1.
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NEWS FROM THE CONSORTIA AND INSTITUTES
AUSTRALIA
Work on the Australian SKA Pathfinder
(ASKAP) continues apace and plans for
infrastructure roll-out at the Murchison
Radio-astronomy Observatory are well
underway. The first ASKAP antenna will
be delivered in November 2009. Facilities
for the two guest experiments (the
Murchison Widefield Array (MWA) and the
Precision Array to Probe Epoch of
Reionization (PAPER) have benefitted
from recent upgrades, and activities to
monitor and protect the superb radio
quietness of the region continue.

The Design Review was held to provide
confirmation of design decisions and
guidance for addressing remaining
challenges. A further aim of the review
was to foster international collaboration to
allow the radio astronomy community to
realise more quickly the substantial
potential benefits of phased array feeds.
The reviewers found that “the current
designs and prototypes for the various
components of the ASKAP analogue
systems are well engineered and largely
on track to meet the high level of
instrument science goals. The current
state of ASKAP development reflects
significant innovation, well thought-out
design decisions and high quality
engineering”. Sensitivity optimisation was
flagged as a top priority.

PrepSKA WP2, SKA Design and ASKAP
Analogue Systems

Specific objectives of PrepSKA WP2 are
to produce a costed top-level design for
the SKA, prototype SKA sub-systems and
fundamental technologies for wide field-ofview technology for SKA Phase 1.

PrepSKA WP3 – Site RFI Monitoring

There are key areas of synergy between
ASKAP and PrepSKA WP2, primarily:
• Wide field-of-view feeds and receiver
technologies;
• Signal transport and processing;
• Software and computing image
analysis; and
• Systems and operations.

Development of the International SKA
digital backend for RFI measurements is
progressing. The firmware development in
SIMULINK has been completed, providing
for 16384 point FFT in spectral line mode
(60 s integration periods) and 400 point
FFT in transient capture mode (1 μs time
resolution). This is ready for initial tests in
the reconfigurable open architecture
hardware (ROACH) based on a Xilinx V5SX95T FPGA and power PC.
The
ROACH card in a 1U ATX chassis arrived
in April 2009, see Figure 2.

Over the past six months ASKAP staff
members have participated in a number of
teleconferences conducted with other
groups also working on WP2 design
issues.
The specific issues covered
include the design of wide field-of-view
technologies such as phased array feeds
and low noise amplifier design. Work has
also continued on the development of
integrated receiver systems that may have
application in SKA receiver systems.
In March 2009, Neil Roddis, SPDO
Receptors Domain Specialist, visited
Australia
and
participated
in
the
Preliminary Design Review of the ASKAP
Analogue
Systems,
together
with
Marianna Ivashina (ASTRON) and Karl
Warrick (Brigham Young University).

Figure 2. Roach card.
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CSIRO ATNF has designed a 3 GHz RF
input frequency 1 GS/s 10 bit resolution
analogue to digital converter card to
complement the ROACH. It will plug into
the ROACH Z-DOK interface enabling
direct sampling of the radio spectrum over
the 70 MHz to 2 GHz range mandated by
the SPDO. Suitable anti-aliasing filters are
currently being designed to provide
necessary sub-octave band pre-selection.

The antenna design has undergone
rigorous analysis, including an analysis of
expected electromagnetic scattering due
to the feed package, quadrupods and
struts. Results show the scattering from
the feed legs to be low (barely above the
noise floor of the correlator), and the
scattering off the FPA structure is likely to
be larger than any scattering off the legs
or struts.

During February 2009, several hours of
spectral data was taken with the Aqiris
AC240 1 GHz integrating spectrometer,
which provided some of the deepest
integrations yet at the Murchison Radioastronomy Observatory (MRO) over such
a bandwidth.

The reflector surface accuracy will be at
least 1mm rms, and will therefore support
radio astronomy observations up to 10
GHz.
An animation of the ASKAP antennas has
been produced at Swinburne University,
using design data provided by CSIRO.
Figure 3 shows an image captured from
the new ASKAP animation.

Eventually the ROACH DSP backend
might replace all site monitoring needs. In
the meantime, a replacement swept
analyser system and new software is
ready to be installed at the MRO site for
continual logging of the radio spectrum.
At the MRO, preliminary measurements of
both CSIRO and Murchison Widefield
Array equipment and initial infrastructure
have been made. The RFI monitoring
team will have an increased presence at
the MRO as site activity increases; radio
quietness is paramount.

Figure 3. Image from ASKAP animation.

ASKAP Antennas

ASKAP Science Survey Projects

The design phase of the ASKAP antenna
contract has now been fully completed by
CETC54 and the first antenna will arrive
on site in Western Australia on schedule in
November 2009.

In December 2008, the international
astronomy community was invited to
submit Expressions of Interest (EoI) for an
initial set of ASKAP Survey Science
Projects as the first step in a three stage
process to define large (> 1500 hours)
surveys that will utilise approximately 75%
of ASKAP's observing time during the first
five years of ASKAP’s science operations.

The antennas will have a conventional AltAz antenna mount with an additional third
polarisation axis (“sky mount”). The dish
is 12 m in diameter and is an unshaped
paraboloid. The f/D is 0.5; this describes
the focal ratio and sets the distance from
the hub to the apex (focus) as 6 m. The
CSIRO-developed Phased Array Feed
(PAF) receiver, a package weighing about
200 kg, must be supported within a set of
strict operating tolerances to meet the
demands of high dynamic range
astronomy. The PAF will be mounted at
prime focus, with the required stability
provided by a quadruped structure and
supporting struts.

By the deadline of 15 December 2008, 38
submissions from 10 countries had been
received. Of the 354 unique authors
represented, two-thirds were from outside
Australia; this is indicative of the wide
interest in this call for EoI. Invitations were
sent to 27 groups to submit full Survey
Science Proposals by 15 June 2009.
These proposals will be reviewed by an
external committee and a decision on
ranking is expected in early-August2009.
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Murchison Widefield Array (MWA) has 32
antenna tiles deployed, with generator
power, a link to the outside world and a
screened receiver/correlator hut provided
by the CSIRO.

ASKAP Industry Engagement

ASKAP’s industry engagement activities
continue to strengthen thanks to the
ongoing support of the Australian SKA
Industry Consortium (ASKAIC) which
offers practical help in planning for
industry involvement.

The Precision Array to Probe the Epoch of
Reionization
(PAPER),
a
joint
Berkeley/NRAO/UVA/UPenn project has
completed an initial deployment of a four
element array at the MRO. Details of the
experiment have been reported in a paper
submitted by Parsons et al. to astro-ph
(http://arxiv.org/abs/0904.2334),
and
highlight the pristine radio quietness of the
MRO site. The PAPER project is planning
a much larger 32 - 64 antenna deployment
in late-2009. The CSIRO will be providing
a site hut, data link, diesel generator and
other infrastructure to support this project.

An Industry Opportunities Register is
available on the CSIRO ATNF web site –
http://www/atnf.csiro.au/projects/askap/ind
ustry.html; it is updated regularly as the
project develops. The SKA Capabilities
Directory is still growing with over 400
businesses now registered, indicating
strong local interest and capability.
Companies can also register online to
receive regular Industry Newsletters. As
the project moves through various
procurement
stages,
Requests
for
Tenders are announced in these
Newsletters and on the ASKAP website,
as well as on the AusTender website.

Experiment to Detect the Global EoR Step
(EDGES), a joint MIT/Caltech project, is
also looking to take advantage of the
conditions in remote Western Australia to
carry out low-frequency astronomy. For
more details about the EDGES project www.haystack.mit.edu/ast/arrays/Edges.

Australia demonstrates high speed transcontinental radio astronomy

In March 2009, a collaboration of
Australian organisations made significant
progress towards readiness for the SKA
with a demonstration of trans-continental
real time processing of vast data volumes.
The International Centre for Radio
Astronomy Research (ICRAR), the
CSIRO, Australian Advanced Research
Network (AARNet), iVEC and the
University of Tasmania demonstrated data
transfer of 1 Gbps from each of three
CSIRO telescopes on the east coast of
Australia, plus 128 Mbps from the
University of Tasmania telescope in
Hobart, to the Curtin University Parallel
Processor for Astronomy (CUPPA) at the
Curtin node of ICRAR. The data transfer
occurred in real-time over distances of
more than 3000 km between the
Australian east coast and Perth; the data
was also processed in real-time. This
demonstrated a useful scientific instrument
for sensitive, high resolution radio
astronomy, as well as Australia's path
toward technical readiness for the SKA.

Successful
Australian
Compact
Broadband Backend Installation

Array

A new broadband backend system has
been successfully installed on the
Australia Telescope Compact Array
(ATCA) radio telescope – see Figure 4.
The Compact Array Broadband Backend
(CABB) project has at its core a new
digital signal processing system based on
the novel Polyphase Digital Filter Bank
(DFB) structure developed at CSIRO’s
Australia Telescope National Facility.
CABB is providing a test-bed for ASKAP
and future SKA technologies in wideband
data
sampling,
transmission
and
processing. Its success bodes well for
future ASKAP- and SKA-related activity. It
has increased the maximum bandwidth of
the ATCA from 128 MHz to 2 GHz, which
has improved the continuum sensitivity of
the ATCA by at least a factor of four and
has greatly enhanced spectral line
performance, particularly at the higher
observing frequencies.

Murchison Radio-astronomy Observatory

The CSIRO continues to provide
infrastructure support and site hosting to a
number of instruments operating at the
Murchison Radio-astronomy Observatory
in Western Australia. Currently, the
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can
be
undertaken
while
the
redevelopment occurs. The upgrades to
MOST will result in an enormously fast
and powerful instrument for carrying out
surveys such as a study of the redshifted
neutral hydrogen (HI) 21 cm line in
absorption and will also trial high-speed,
fibre-linked data acquisition and digital
correlation.

Figure 4. L to R - Dr Warwick Wilson, Project
Leader for the CABB project; Megan
Clark, Chief Executive Megan Clark; and
Dr Lewis Ball, Acting Director ATNF,
with a CABB signal processing board in
front of two antennas of the Australia
Telescope Compact Array. Credit: Paul
Mathews Photographics

The SKAMP project has 3 stages of
development. The first stage was to trial a
correlator operating over a narrow
frequency band to prove the underlying
architecture.
Initial
results
are
substantially better than previous images
obtained using the same telescope for the
Sydney University Molonglo Sky Survey
(SUMSS)
–
see
www.physics.usyd.edu.au/sifa/Main/SUMS
S). The data are being used to test the
signal processing pipeline, options for
radio
frequency
interference
(RFI)
mitigation and real-time calibration.

The SKA Molonglo Prototype

The SKA Molonglo Prototype (SKAMP) is
a joint CSIRO/University of Sydney project
which aims to produce a completely new
digital signal pathway on the existing
mechanical superstructure of the Molonglo
Observatory
Synthesis
Telescope
(MOST), see Figure 5. MOST is located
near Canberra, Australia and is owned
and operated by the University of Sydney.
It is composed of two east-west co-linear
reflectors (paraboloids), each 778 m long
by 11.6 m wide. A collaboration between
the University of Sydney and CSIRO has
been responsible for the principal digital
signal processing elements, with additional
assistance from the MWA team and
industry partners Xilinx and Argus
Technologies Australia Ltd.

Stage two will see the implementation of
the full 100 MHz bandwidth correlator and
polyphase filterbanks (PFBs) with up to
6,000 channels (for spectral line imaging).
This equipment has been designed and
manufactured and the boards are in
preparation for production in August 2009;
the firmware is largely written. At the
telescope, the optic fibre network has
been installed, the new local oscillator
(LO) system has been tested and the
digital receiver is in final prototype.
Infrastructure is nearing completion. Since
this stage retains the original antennas
and associated front-end equipment, the
achievable bandwidth will be about 30
MHz, centred on 843 MHz.
The
collaboration between the SKAMP, MWA
and ASKAP projects is strong because of
the underlying common correlation
module, which is the heart of the signal
processing system.
The third stage is to install wideband dualpolarised feeds, each with a separate lownoise amplifier (LNA), and to re-mesh the
reflector
to
substantially
improve
performance. A new 17 m telescope
element, identical to the 88 elements of
the MOST, has been constructed to trial
the new feeds. The initial feed design
covers the frequency range 650-1200
MHz. Six modules, each with eight
wideband dipoles aligned linearly, have
recently been delivered for testing with the

Figure 5. RPT at Molonglo Observatory with one
antenna module installed. Credit: Debra
Gooley

MOST currently operates at a frequency of
843 MHz and the goal is to produce a new
capability at this frequency that will have a
field of view of about 4 square degrees,
with full polarisation imaging.
The
development is staged so that key science
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the connection between radio astronomy
and Indigenous culture through art, see
Figure 6. The group was made up of three
astronomers
from
ICRAR,
twelve
Indigenous artists from Geraldton and
Mullewa and a number of Yamatji Arts
Indigenous
Art
Cooperative
staff
members. The group spent two days
camping on Wajarri Yamatji country to
examine the night sky as part of the
International Year of Astronomy, 2009.

prototype 2-stage RF beamformers. One
module has been installed on the RPT to
date.
The next 6 months will see major progress
with this exciting project and we hope to
begin wide-field surveys of the sky by
December 2009.

Professor Anne Green,
University of Sydney for the SKAMP team
Curtin Institute of Radio Astronomy

In December 2008, Curtin University of
Technology in Perth, WA, formally
launched the Curtin Institute of Radio
Astronomy (CIRA), the University’s home
for radio astronomy activities and its
interface to a number of external
collaborations and partnerships. CIRA
has been established as a crossdisciplinary Centre, with strong science
and engineering components.
It is
directed jointly by Prof Steven Tingay
(Science and Operations) and Prof Peter
Hall
(Engineering
and
Industry
Collaboration). The Centre’s science and
engineering encompasses R&D in high
time and high angular resolution
astronomy
and
instrumentation,
astrophysics, SKA system engineering
and design, new-generation aperture
arrays, and SKA power engineering
studies.
CIRA currently has over 20
research staff and students; its growth has
been rapid, with the newest arrivals being
engineering PhD students involved with
aperture arrays and cosmic transient
detection.

Figure 6. Touring the Murchison Radio-astronomy
Observatory. Credit: Dr Megan Argo)

Professor Steven Tingay, Deputy Director
of the International Centre for Radio
Astronomy Research (ICRAR), said
“Australia’s core site for the SKA project,
the
Murchison
Radio-astronomy
Observatory, is located on Wajarri Yamatji
land. This is an area rich in indigenous
culture but also one of the most
interference-free places on Earth, making
it an ideal location to operate the sensitive
radio telescopes needed for the SKA
project”. He added, “the visit allowed the
artists to draw inspiration from the country,
the telescopes, and the sharing of stories
about the night sky to produce a collection
of artwork connecting the land, culture and
astronomy”.

One of CIRA’s main links is to the new
International Centre for Radio Astronomy
Research (ICRAR), an equal joint venture
between Curtin University and the
University of Western Australia.
In
addition, there are strong collaborations
with parties such as the CSIRO, the SPDO
and the MWA. The next stages in CIRA’s
growth plan include the appointment of
about 10 new staff to participate in ICRARrelated activities, and the outfitting of
electronics laboratories and associated
facilities.

The trip will be the inspiration for an art
exhibition, Ilgarijiri (“things belonging to the
sky”), which will be on display at the
Geraldton Regional Art Gallery in June
and July 2009.

New Zealand
Prime Ministers of Australia and New
Zealand held their annual talks in Sydney
on 1-2 March 2009. In his statement, New
Zealand PM John Key announced that
"New Zealand will collaborate closely with
Australia in its bid to host the SKA.

The sky’s the limit for Indigenous art

Indigenous artists and astronomers
recently gathered in Western Australia’s
Mid West region to celebrate and explore
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Extending the configuration of the SKA to
include New Zealand will significantly add
to the reach of the project, increasing
scientific innovation and economic benefits
for both countries."

AUT has received a grant from IBM for
SKA-related research in supercomputing
and data streaming. The grant has been
provided under IBM’s Shared University
Research (SUR) Awards scheme, which
aims to support research in areas of
significant interest to the recipient
university and IBM. New Zealand radio
astronomers received hardware (IBM
Blade Centre and significant amount of
storage) as well as the access to the
specialised software IBM InfoSphere
Streams (System-S) designed to cope with
massive amounts of data in real-time.

New Zealand's first radio telescope
(Figure 7), launched in October 2008, is
located near Warkworth, some 50 km
north of Auckland. It is a 12 m shaped
Cassegrain, designed and built by Patriot
Antennas (Albion, USA). It is a relatively
fast slewing antenna (5 degrees per
second in Azimuth) equipped with S/X
band feed, Hydrogen atomic clock
(Symmetricom) and Mark 5B+ Data
Recorder, and suitable for both geodetic
and astrophysical VLBI.
The radio
telescope is operated by the Auckland
Institute of Technology (AUT).

Additional good news has been received
from Kordia - one of the biggest
telecommunication companies in New
Zealand. Kordia have decided to establish
a 5-year "Kordia SKA Scholarship" to
support a post-graduate student at AUT,
who undertakes SKA-related research.
A Government organisation, New Zealand
Trade and Enterprise (NZTE), has formally
joined the Australian SKA Industry
Consortium (ASKAIC). NZTE is the New
Zealand Government’s national economic
development agency.
In the ASKAIC
meeting in the end of May 2009, NZTE
represented NZ industries that support NZ
participation in SKA. There are currently
more than 50 industries in NZ that have
expressed interest in SKA.
Sergei Gulyaev,
NZ SKA Project Leader.

Figure 7. Radio telescope and control building,
Warkworth, NZ.

The Radio astronomy group at the Institute
for Radiophysics and Space Research at

CANADA
SKA key science through collaboration in
ASKAP.

Canadian SKA Program Update
The goals of the Canadian SKA program
plan for 2008-12 are to participate in
international planning for the SKA, meet
the Canadian commitment to the
international SKA design effort within the
PrepSKA programme and the US TDP,
demonstrate both Canadian technology
and provide Canadian scientists with
access to the design and execution of

NSERC Special Research Opportunity

The Canadian SKA Consortium submitted
a proposal to the National Science &
Engineering Research Council of Canada
Special Research Opportunity program in
December 2008. The proposal requested
$1.25 M from NSERC as part of a $2.4 M
cash program ($3.1 M including in-kind
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support) for the University component of
the Canadian SKA design activity aligned
with PrepSKA, our collaboration with the
US TDP, and collaboration with Australia
in the ASKAP. NSERC announced in
March 2009 that the proposal has been
funded in full. The first instalment of the
award has been received and hiring of
project personnel is under way. The funds
support four projects at Canadian
universities, including:
1. Simulation, calibration and
processing for focal-plane array
(FPA) receiver systems to develop
methods and design requirements for
high-dynamic range, wide-field,
broad-band, polarimetric imaging with
FPA systems (Calgary);
2. Design and prototype of low-noise
room temperature amplifiers and fast,
low-power A/D systems for receiver
chain for FPA and other array
systems (Calgary);
3. Adapt space-time digital filtering
technology to digital beam forming
and RF mitigation for FPA systems
(Calgary, Victoria); and
4. Pulsar survey science and data
processing hardware design (UBC
and McGill).
These projects complement the SKA
design activity at NRC-HIA and in many
cases are in collaboration with HIA.

The thermal performance of the CART
composite reflectors is under investigation
with a program of measurement and
analysis. The program involves three
components:
1. Measurements of the reflector
surface deformation and
temperatures under varying thermal
loading;
2. Material properties testing; and
3. Finite element modelling.

Canadian Science Activities

PrepSKA related activities currently
underway include design of a 12 m offset
reflector (see Figure 8), a design study of
multi-piece composite reflectors, materials
research, and a manufacturing study of
composite reflectors in SKA production
quantities and rates.

Measurements of the Mk2 reflector have
been
performed
under
various
temperature
and
solar
illumination
conditions and analysis is currently
underway.
Preliminary results are
promising and have already identified
areas where changes will lead toward a
more optimal design.
The thermal and mechanical properties of
the laminates used in the Mk2 reflector
have been measured in the laboratory to
provide precision inputs to finite element
models. The models are validated by
matching the thermal conditions to
measurement conditions and comparing
model deformation estimates against
physical measurements. The models can
then be used with confidence to analyse
future designs in lieu of constructing
prototypes.

A special session on the SKA was
organised for the USRI ANTEM meeting in
Banff in February 2009.
Invited
presentations were given by Ingrid Stairs
(UBC) and Jeroen Stil (Calgary) on pulsar
and polarisation science with the SKA.
Following the meeting, engineers from six
SKA consortium institutes (ASTRON,
SPDO, Cornell, Manchester, NRAO,
Brigham Young) visited the microelectronics laboratory in Calgary.

Canadian SKA Technology R&D
Composite Applications to Radio Telescopes
(CART)

Following the success of the Mk1 and Mk2
10 m composite reflector prototyping at
NRC-HIA, the CART project is now busy
with a program of on-going measurements
of the Mk2 reflector and PrepSKA/TDP
related reflector design activities.

Figure 8. A preliminary design for a 12-m offset
composite reflector.

The CART team is also participating in the
TDP Antenna Working Group providing
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input to reflector and mount design, and
designing reflectors that are compatible
with TDP mount developments.

The left-hand column of Table 1 refers to
the case where both co- and crosspolarised elements contribute to a
polarised beam, whereas the right-hand
column is the case where only copolarised elements are used to form a
beam. Clearly there is an improvement
when cross-polarised signals are included.
A 4% increase in the Stokes I beam was
also attained. These initial results suggest
that polarisation properties of Phased
Array Feeds based on Vivaldi elements
are well-suited to radio astronomy.
However, it remains to be determined
whether the performance improvement is
worth the additional complexity and
expense of the required beamformer.

The success of the CART Mk1 and Mk2
prototypes was recognised recently by the
presentation of an NRC outstanding
achievement award to the CART team at
HIA-DRAO.
Focal Plane Phased Array Systems

The Phased-Array Feed Demonstrator
(PHAD) at NRC-HIA has been mounted on
the 10 m CART Mk2 dish for on-the-sky
testing using satellite and astronomical
sources. Initial tests have been done with
84 receiver elements, the largest active
array in operation on a radio telescope.
This is a dual polarisation array, and the
first
dual-polarisation
observations
attained with a FPA have been obtained.

Focal Plane Array simulations

NRC-HIA
have
been
simulating
astronomical observations made with
Focal Plane Arrays (FPA) mounted at the
focal point of a 10 m dish and operating at
a frequency of 1,500 MHz. This is an
excellent test-bed for examining the
behaviour of an FPA from the viewpoint of
reducing data obtained with an aperture
synthesis radio telescope to attain high
dynamic range imaging, as required by the
SKA. This work has concentrated on
comparing different beamforming schemes
and calibration techniques, and is
described in a series of recently submitted
SKA memos (to be published).

Effort has been devoted to understanding
the polarisation properties of the array.
Figure 9 shows a cross-section of the
central beam in the four Stokes
parameters that reveals the instrumental
polarisation (Q, U, and V) is at low levels
compared to the I (total power) beam.
These beams were obtained by combining
*both* polarisations from the array.

Room Temperature Low-Noise Amplifiers

The group in the Electrical Engineering
department at the University of Calgary
have attained excellent performance with
their 90 nm room temperature LNA
designs between 0.8 - 1.5 GHz. Designs
for room-temperature LNAs in 65 nm
CMOS to operate between 700 1,400 MHz
have
been
completed.
Uncertainties in CMOS MOSFET noise
models
demand
careful
noise
measurements. This has been a major
challenge over the past year, and the
group
has
successfully
completed
development
of
their
own
noise
measurement system.

Figure 9. Cross section through the central beam
of the PHAD array in each of the Stokes
parameters.

Polarisation properties over the full 4 X 4
degree2 field-of-view, constructed from a
mosaic of beams, have been examined.
The results are summarised in Table 1.

On behalf of the Canadian SKA Consortium:

Q/I
U/I
V/I
Table 1.

w/x-pol
0.062 (-12 dB)
0.006 (-22 dB)
0.007 (-22 dB)

no x-pol
0.055 (-13 dB)
0.027 (-16 dB)
0.021 (-17 dB)

Sean Dougherty
Herzberg Institute of Astrophysics,

Ratio of RMS over mosaiced map
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CHINA
The FAST Project

Funding of the FAST project was formally
approved in (northern) summer 2007, as
one of nine large facilities for basic
science and technology in China to be
constructed during the national `11th FiveYear Plan`. Since then, a great deal of
progress has been made in terms of
preliminary design, the new Miyun FAST
(MyFAST) model construction, team
recruitment,
accurate
geological
measurement
of
the
host
site,
environmental appraisal, RFI protection,
international cooperation, and land
agreement. Currently, FAST is at the
stage of initial construction, led by the
Chinese Academy of Sciences and the
Guizhou Province Government, trusted by
the National Development and Reform
Commission (NDRC).

Figure 10. The focal field distribution of the FAST.

The working frequency of the FAST will be
70 MHz - 3 GHz. In the 70 MHz - 1 GHz
frequency range, the FAST will utilise 4
sets of broadband feed, and, if necessary,
acquire the circular polarisation signals by
the 90 degree hybrid; the system
temperature of the FAST in this frequency
range will be sky dominant.

Preliminary Design of the FAST Receiver

When completed, the FAST will be the
largest single dish telescope in the world;
the design of the feed and receiver will
have a direct impact on the sensitivity of
the instrument. Various backends and
data storage equipment will be installed to
meet the scientific goals of the telescope.
The FAST’s frequency bands will be
defined by both the scientific objectives of
the instrument and by the maturity of
receiver technology. Thus, it is desirable
and efficient for the FAST to be designed
and built through international cooperation.

Nine sets of separated receivers are
mounted in the focus cabin. The L-band
single beam receiver (Figure 11) is a
typical system, including a feed and low
noise receiver, a cry cooler, IF data
transmission, and the digital backend.

Figure 10 shows the focal field distribution
of the FAST. It should be noted that newly
developed Phased Array Feed (PAF)
technology might help sampling of the
focal field (and help to optimise the feed
luminous function). However, current PAF
technology has high receiver noise
compared to conventional, cryogenically
cooled receivers.

Figure 11. Schematic of the L-band receiver

The feeds and polarisers will be put on a
secondary stable platform (Figure 12), with
a central multi-beam feed and other
surrounding feeds.
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organised a series of talks on popular
astronomy at Guizhou University. The aim
of these talks was to bring together
astronomers, research scientists, public
information officers, students and the
general public. The specific goals of the
talks were to:
i. advocate communications between
the FAST project and the local media;
ii. improve collaboration between
astronomy team members and
governmental officials / local
community at the FAST site; and
iii. educate the general public and foster
an interest in astronomy in the
younger generations.
In addition, some experts in astronomy
have been invited to present talks in
Guiyang city, capital of Guizhou province,
on topics such as: communicating
astronomy, cosmology, star astrophysics,
pulsars, and moon research.

Figure 12. Layout of the feed cabin.
Astrophysics Centre Established by the FAST
Project and Guizhou University

The FAST project and Guizhou University
have collaborated to establish an
Astrophysics Centre, see Figure 13. The
Centre was formally erected in 2009 and is
affiliated to both the FAST project, led by
the Chinese Academy of Sciences, and to
Guizhou Province it is managed by the
National Astronomical
Observatories,
China (NAOC) and Guizhou University.
Currently, there are 3 permanent members
from Guizhou and 3 associates from
NAOC at the Centre, and both partners
offer academic programs leading to the
M.S. and PhD degree in a variety of areas
of
astrophysics
and
astronomical
sciences. Students will be trained mainly
in Guizhou and will obtain basic theoretical
and technological knowledge related to the
FAST sciences.

Seminar on FAST Feed Suspension Cable
Driving Technology

To enhance the preliminary design of
FAST project, a seminar about feed
suspension cable driving technology was
held at the NAOC on 18 March 2009, see
Figure 14. The aim of the seminar was to
address key problems with the feed
suspension system and driving the cable
into the cabinet. Approximately 30 experts
and engineers from various fields of
research attended this meeting; they
represented diverse companies, institutes,
and universities, including Beijing Material
Handling Research Institute, FiberHome
Technologies Co. Ltd, Metallurgical
Information & Standardization Research
Institute, Angang Steel Wire Rope Co. Ltd,
and Jiangsu Far East Cable Co, Ltd.
The meeting was chaired by Dr. Zhu
Wenbai, Chief Engineer, who summarised
research progress of the feed suspension
system. He reviewed the existing three
ways that the driving and signal cables
enter the cabinet, i.e. passive, hang-up,
and cable covering, and the merits and
drawbacks of each were discussed. The
attendees also discussed the technical
difficulties and details of process for
controlling the cables safely. The safety
coefficient of the steel cable whilst
mounted on the FAST telescope was also
discussed. Overall, the meeting provided

Figure 13. Astrophysics Centre of the FAST project
and Guizhou University.

To raise public awareness of astronomy at
the FAST site, the FAST group has
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useful insights into feed suspension
construction for the FAST project.

Figure 14. FAST Feed suspension meeting, Beijing

Chengmin ZHANG
NAOC, China

EUROPE
Aperture
Array
Program (AAVP)

Verification

This array is realised through an AA-lo
array up to about 300 MHz or higher,
recognising
the
high
sky
noise
temperatures and optimally using the
acquired experience of current arrays, e.g.
LOFAR & MWA, but up to 100x higher
sensitivity. For frequencies up to about
1.2 GHz, wide fielding techniques based
on dense Aperture Array will be used.
Both techniques sample the sky directly,
i.e. without any concentrator.
Further
information about the development of wide
field surveying capability is available in
SKA Memo 108 “Determining the
Specification of an Aperture Array for
Cosmological Surveys”.

SKA Design Studies will be completed and
verified in the coming months. Meanwhile,
a new programmatic collaboration in nine
European countries and Australia (through
the newly established ICRAR), with South
Africa as associate participant, has been
shaped up to make the next step. This
Aperture Array Verification Program
(AAVP) will verify the aperture array
technology
and
develop
a
full,
technologically mature system design for
the SKA low-frequency and mid-frequency
Aperture Array system from 70 MHz to 1
GHz.

Goals and deliverables

AAVP Development Plan

The AAVP will provide:
• Coordination of the European
technical work, primarily for the
aperture arrays;
• A mechanism to ensure that the
verification programme for aperture
arrays endeavours to meet the
requirements of the SKA Project and
ongoing assessments of concept
affordability/feasibility;
• Focus and information exchange for
European SKA development work,
e.g. by organising regional technical
meetings; and

On behalf of the ESKAC, Arnold van
Ardenne, Andrew Faulkner, and Jan
Geralt bij de Vaate have submitted an
AAVP development plan to the SKA
Project Development Office (SPDO). This
plan was reviewed by the SKA
International
Engineering
Advisory
Committee (IEAC) at their meeting in
Manchester, GB, on 29-30 April 2009.
The expected funded contribution to AAVP
from its sponsors is at the level of €15 M,
from which the required manpower of
approximately 35-40 FTE per year over 3
years and materials will be covered.
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• Deliverables on a timescale
commensurate with PrepSKA/SKA.

30 arcminutes. Raw time-series data at
1,400 MHz were recorded simultaneously
from each of the FPA elements and three
nearby WSRT antennas (at distances of
576 m, 288 m, and 144 m from Digestif).
The field was observed in several
snapshots (providing a total integration
time of about 5.5 minutes) over a 12 hour
HA range. Correlations were produced in
software between each of the Digestif
elements, and the three WSRT antennas.
Subsequently,
the
visibilities
were
combined using weights computed to
optimise the on-axis signal-to-noise ratio.
The resulting beam-formed visibilities were
then corrected for bandpass shape, flux
calibrated,
and
directly
Fourier
transformed into the image domain (Figure
16) and deconvolved (Figure 17).

The AAVP team is working on the design
for the AA system covering all of the
frequencies up to ~1.2 GHz. The design
will comprise two or more separate arrays
tailored to match the science requirements
against the sky noise.
The Aeff
requirements against Tsky are shown
Figure 15. The expectation is that AA-lo
will be a sparse array to gain Aeff with
increasing λ to combat sky noise, which
may be at the expense of precision. At
higher frequencies sky noise drops and
the demands of the science experiments
merits a close packed array, AA-hi,
Nyquist sampling the incoming wavefront.

Figure 15. Projected performance requirements
considering Sky noise of the aperture
arrays as part of the overall AA system

APERTIF

Figure 16. Dirty image of the 3C343 field formed
using the Digestif compound beam in
combination with three WSRT antennas.
Credit: George Heald.

Interferometric imaging with the Digestif FPA
demonstrator

The Digestif FPA demonstrator is a first
step towards the planned upgrade to the
Westerbork Synthesis Radio Telescope
(WSRT) in which Apertif will replace the
existing single receiver frontends with
FPAs.
Digestif consists of a 7x8 dual-polarisation
Vivaldi array, mounted at the focus of one
of the WSRT reflectors, and a backend
made from recycled LOFAR hardware.
The presence of the demonstrator within
the exceptionally well understood WSRT
has allowed us to perform, for the first
time, interferometric imaging using a
beam-formed FPA as one of the elements.
Digestif and the WSRT were used
together to observe the field of 3C343,
with two 5 Jy sources separated by about

Figure 17. Deconvolved image of the 3C343 field.
Credit: George Heald.
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situated close to the LOFAR core in Exloo.
Currently, two more stations outside the
core are being equipped with LOFAR
hardware and functionality tests have
already started. Work is also progressing
well in the core. If the weather stays
favourable, it is expected that there will be
20 stations completed in the Netherlands
by the end of summer 2009.

Correlations between the WSRT antennas
themselves were also obtained.
The
comparison of the correlation amplitudes
on the 144 m WSRT-WSRT baseline, and
the 144 m WSRT-Digestif baseline,
directly provides a relative measurement
of Digestif's SEFD in comparison to the
SEFD of the WSRT L-band system. The
SEFD of Digestif is about 3.8 times higher
than the SEFD of the current cryogenically
cooled WSRT receivers.
Digestif is an early demonstrator, and uses
LNAs with very high system temperature.
An upgrade is currently underway which
will dramatically decrease the system
temperature (coming much closer to the
specification for Apertif) within the next few
months. Thus, the SEFD will be greatly
improved in the near future.
These initial results are encouraging, and
suggest that FPA systems have significant
potential, perhaps representing a key
technology development for the SKA.

Figure 18. The first LOFAR station CS302. The two
fields of High Band Antenna tiles and the
cabinet filled with electronics are shown.
The Low Band Antennas are amidst the
tracks that have been left on the field
during construction. Credit: Top-Foto
Assen.

The APERTIF team

LOFAR
Over the last few months, the LOFAR
station roll-out coordinated by ASTRON
has picked up speed.
The LOFAR
hardware has been produced, delivered,
and stored at a warehouse in Emmen, NL,
and is waiting to be assembled in the field.
HBA production has now started after
some initial problems but and is running at
full capacity.

The European LOFAR station roll-out is
progressing well.
LBA and electronic
hardware has been shipped to Garching
(Max-Planck-Institute for Astrophysics)
and
Tautenburg
(Thüringer
Landessternwarte),
installed
and
connected. First station tests have shown
that the LBA fields work well. The MaxPlanck-Institute for Radio Astronomy
prepares their LOFAR site in Effelsberg for
the HBA tiles, where 96 LBAs are in place
already. For the rest of the stations, i.e.
Bremen (DE), Potsdam (DE), Chilbolton
(GB), Nancay (FR) and Onsala (SE),
contract negotiations have either been
finalised or are about to be concluded. At
all of these sites, preparation for the
LOFAR hardware is well underway.

During (northern) winter 2008-09, the
LOFAR project was ready and eager to
install new hardware in the field and to
start testing it. However, these months
were exceptionally wet and cold, which
delayed construction of the stations: the
wet weather stopped heavy machinery
from operating in the fields (which,
therefore, could not be flattened to the
necessary tolerances) and the cold
weather prevented installation of cabling
owing to frozen ground.

Extensive testing of the 6 prototype HBA
tiles, which have been in place at Exloo
since September 2007, has continued.
One of the major results was the first
successful tracking observation with the
LOFAR HBA tiles of a pulsar. Another
recent achievement was laying the
foundation of tied-array beamforming with

The arrival of spring brought much better
weather to dry up the fields.
Work
commenced on the first LOFAR station
(CS302) at the end of March 2009 and it
has now been handed over to ASTRON
for operations. This station (Figure 18) is
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and find logistical information on the
SKADS website at:
www.skads-eu.org/p/limelette2.php.

the HBA tiles, one of the main LOFAR
observation modes.
With the first 20 stations in the
Netherlands and a couple of European
stations ready by the end of the summer
2009, the first phase of LOFAR
commissioning can start with the MSSS
(Million Source Shallow Survey) all-sky
survey. The MSSS is expected to take
approximately 3 months, and is designed
to populate the LOFAR global sky model,
and to test the overall system software,
the standard imaging pipeline prototype,
the preliminary archiving capabilities, and
the Radio Observatory operations.

SKADS Virtual
Proposals

Telescope:

2nd

Call

for

A major goal of the SKADS project is to
use the simulation tools developed by the
project in order to make a realistic end-toend simulation of observations, and
ultimately to get a picture of a fully
operational SKA. The aim is to virtually
schedule observations on the SKA as it
grows towards the full array in the period
2011-2020.
The technology implementation chosen is
built around the SKADS Benchmark
Scenario, which is essentially the design
option 3c described in International SKA
Memo 100 by Schilizzi et al.
This
implementation was also used for the
SKADS Design & Costing memo (SKA
Memo 93). This scenario is just one of
several possible realisations of the SKA
Reference Design.
All details of the
SKADS Virtual Telescope (SVT), including
a basic exposure-time calculator, are
available from the SKADS webpage at
www.skads-eu.org/p/svt.

The LOFAR International Working Group
(IWG) was established in January 2009.
This group is lead by ASTRON and
consists of representatives from various
countries contributing to the LOFAR
projects. The remit of the LOFAR IWG is
to deal with issues relating to the
internationalisation of LOFAR.
LOFAR Team at ASTRON

SKADS
SKADS is in its final phase with many of
the tasks to be completed before the end
of June 2009, as originally planned more
than
four
years
ago.
Some
understandable delays have occurred for
the hardware demonstrators, and as a
result SKADS will be extended by six
months through to the end of 2009. This
extra time has been granted by the
European Commission, though without
any added funds. By delaying the writing
of the final reports, we will have more time
to perform interesting measurements, and
even astronomical observations with the
demonstrators.

An initial set of proposals to "use" the SVT
over the 2011-2014 period were written in
2007. These are to be updated taking into
account
the
evolved
telescope
specifications as described in the SKADS
Benchmark and SKA Memo 100.
New proposals are solicited, and we
therefore invite you to either participate in
the existing proposals; or lead new
proposals. The main purpose of these
proposals is to quantify the science return
of the SKADS benchmark scenario in the
early stages of SKA development. They
also provide the opportunity for proposers
to quantify important design details for the
SVT.

SKADS Conference: Wide Field Science and
Technology for the SKA

After the scheduling process is complete,
the proposals will be published as a softback book with chapters credited to
proposal writers, and edited by the SKADS
DS2-T1 team at Oxford. It will also be
made available on the SKADS web site.

With the end of SKADS in sight, we will
take stock of our achievements during the
final SKADS Conference at which we hope
to see participants from the world wide
SKA community.
The theme of the
conference is "Wide Field Science and
Technology for the SKA" and it will take
place at the Chateau de Limelette in
Belgium, where SKADS was kicked-off in
2005. You can register for the conference

Training Schools and Workshops

With the support of the Marie-Curie
Conferences and Training programme of
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the European Commission, SKADS has
organised 7 events with two more to
come.
The motivation for these
workshops is the transfer of knowledge
between the current project scientists and
those researchers who are new to the
field.
The theme for the 5th workshop, held in
Oxford 16-27 March 2009, was multi-field
and multi-beam science with the Square
Kilometre Array (see Figure 19). The SKA
will usher in a new era in which large scale
aperture arrays with electronic pointing
permit observing modes such as almostinstant repointing and multiple beams on
the sky.

Figure 20. Simulations with MeqTrees during a
practical session

The next MCCT SKADS School will take
place in Paris from 24-28 August 2009.
Focusing on the evolution in techniques in
radio astronomy, this school will
concentrate on new techniques and tools
required for observing with the SKA
precursor
instruments
ASKAP
and
MeerKAT, as well as with the SKA
pathfinder instruments such as LOFAR.
There will be a session on the new
imaging and calibration techniques, such
as with the MEqTree software, and on
synergies with other spectral domains,
such as the planned optical Extremely
Large Telescope (ELT). Information and
registration details are available at:
http://mcct.skads-eu.org/paris/

The Oxford MCCT workshop covered the
scientific rationale for the use of such
observing modes and introduced some of
the
new
hardware
and
software
techniques which are involved in the
development and data processing of
aperture arrays. The first week of lectures
was followed by a week of practical
courses, involving the simulation and
calibration with the MeqTrees software
package
(Oleg
Smirnov),
LOFAR
calibration (Sarod Yatawatta), distributed
computing with Nereus (Rhys Newman,
Aris Karastergiou), the OSKAR station
beamforming simulator (Fred Dulwich, Ben
Mort) and the CASPER FPGA hardware
platform (Richard Armstrong, Kris ZarbAdami). Figure 20 shows simulations with
MeqTrees during a practical session in the
second week of the workshop.

The final workshop in the MCCT SKADS
programme will also be held in France;
this time at the radio astronomy facility at
Nançay. The dates are 27 September to
10 October 2009.
The aim of this
workshop is to identify, train and connect a
new breed of "user-developers", who are
willing and able to lead the way towards
"3rd generation calibration" in radio
astronomy.
The latter differs from
traditional calibration in its emphasis on
direction-dependent instrumental effects
like the ionosphere and individual station
beams.
It is firmly based on the
Measurement Equation (M.E.), the fullpolarisation
matrix
formalism
that
describes a generic radio telescope.
Calibration of the new giant radio
telescopes would be unthinkable without it.
You can pre-register at:
http://mcct.skads-eu.org/nancay

The workshop attracted almost 50
participants (of which 1/5 were female), of
17 nationalities, from every continent
except Antarctica.

The SKADS Simulated Skies

Figure 19. Participants at the Oxford MCCT
workshop, 16-27 March 2009.

The SKADS Sky Simulations have been
available online for nearly a year, and
several publications have resulted from
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this effort.
A list of SKADS related
publications, including those arising from
the SKADS Simulated Skies, can be found
in the "documents" section of the SKADS
website: www.skads-eu.org.

The null production run of tiles has been
delivered and is being assembled at
Dwingeloo, NL. Some tiles are already
installed in the radome at Westerbork, see
Figure 21.
One tile has also been
delivered to Nançay, see Figure 22.

The SKADS Simulated Skies (S3)
catalogue is the result of the coordinated
effort of SKADS partners working on SKA
sky simulations. The resulting simulated
data and associated software tools are
available on the S3 website hosted by the
University of Oxford at:
http://s-cubed.physics.ox.ac.uk/
The S3 database is available to the whole
community, and results have already been
published which make use of the S3
simulations. These include the continuum
simulation description by Wilman et al
(2008 MNRAS, 388, 1335). A number of
papers on HI and H_2_ line emission have
been pubished by Obreschkow et al
(arXiv:0904.2221,
arXiv:0904.0213,
arXiv:0901.2526) and several more are
submitted. For the pulsar simulations the
publication is by Smits et al (2009 A&A,
493, 1161) and papers on the S3
simulations of the Epoch of Reionisation
have been published by the Lisbon group
by Santos et al (2008 ApJ, 689, 1) and the
Paris group by Baek et al (2009 A&A, 495,
389). A recent paper has been submitted
by O'Sullivan et al from the University of
Calgary (arXiv:0902.1995) making use of
the S3 database to create a simulation of
the polarised sky at 1.4GHz.

Figure 21. The first batch of tiles for EMBRACE are
setup in the radome at Westerbork, NL.
Credit: Nico Ebbendorf.

EMBRACE
Figure 22. Philippe Picard works with the first

EMBRACE is well on the way to full
implementation with tiles setup at
Westerbork, and an initial tile already at
Nançay. We expect a system of 144 tiles
at Westerbork, NL, to be operational as a
system by August 2009. The system in
Nançay, FR, will have 80 tiles, and that will
be set up soon after the Westerbork
system.

EMBRACE tile at Nançay. Credit: Steve
Torchinsky.

BEST

The BEST demonstrator at the Northern
Cross in Medicina, IT, is up and running,
and we're looking forward to results of
astronomical observations in the coming
months. The BEST-2 demonstrator is
composed of 32 receivers with the front
ends installed on the focal line of 8
cylinders offering a collecting area of
about 1400 m2. The signal is sent to the
receiver room via an optical fibre. A
Digital Down Converter (DDC) block and a
Polyphase filter bank ("FFT" block of the
FX correlator) has been designed and
used to configure a 32 receiver FX
correlator (Figure 23). The back-end is

Each tile has a physical area of 1.12m2, so
our total physical collecting area will be
~160m2 in Westerbork. We will, of course,
measure the effective collecting area,
which is one of the primary goals of the
EMBRACE testing. The effective area will
hopefully come close to the physical area
which is equivalent to a 14 m diameter
dish. At Nançay, the 80 tiles represent a
physical area equivalent to a 10 m dish.
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performance computing, to search for
dispersed
bursts
of
emission
of
astrophysical origin.
The chance of
detecting a transient burst source
increases with the sensitivity (collecting
area) and also with the field of view. We
will consider recording raw 8-bit sampled
data from all 32 BEST-2 receivers over
periods of time which correspond to the
transit time of a source through the
primary beam (roughly 7 minutes). The
data, about 8.2 GB per receiving element,
will be stored on disk for each 7-minute
run. The total of 262.4 GB per run can
then be processed using dedicated high
performance hardware (such as GPU
boards available to Oxford) to perform offline beamforming and the necessary
dedispersion algorithms to detect possible
signals of astronomical origin. These tests
will push the post-processing hardware to
its limits. We will aim for quasi real-time
processing of the raw data (including RFI
identification), but will adjust the scope
after conclusion of first tests. Events will
be flagged in the data, while most raw
data will be discarded after processing.

composed of 8 Ibobs, 16 dual ADC boards
(8 bit, 1GSPS) and a Bee2 FPGA cluster
(1 Tops/s).

Figure 23. IF, data acquisition and processing
blocks for BEST

The two observing modes to be used
initially with BEST-2 will test the multibeaming capabilities of the instrument;
post-processing hardware and algorithms
will be tested while conducting a survey for
dispersed
transient
signals
of
astrophysical origin.

2-PAD

2-PAD is the dual Polarisation All Digital
aperture array, which is intended for the
mid frequency range (0.3 - 1.0 GHz). The
main aims of 2-PAD are to:
• Form multiple beams pointing in
different directions;
• Process more than 100 MHz of
Bandwidth instantaneously;
• Demonstrate a clear understanding of
Tsys in a digital array;
• Demonstrate a cost-effective route to
mass-manufacture on SKA
timescales; and
• Show properly calibrated dual
polarisation performance for an
aperture array.

The first test project will involve forming
two synthesised beams to observe pairs of
bright northern pulsars that have an
angular separation on the sky which fits
within the primary beam of the BEST 2
collecting area. To conduct this test, we
need
to
implement
beamforming
algorithms in the instrument backend that
electronically steer two independent
beams to track pairs of sources as they
transit through the primary beam. The
data need to be recorded such that
dedispersion and folding algorithms can
be applied to reveal the pulse profiles of
the chosen pairs.
Early calculations
indicate that, with the sensitivity of BEST2, there is a small number of pulsar pairs
with the desired maximum angular
separation and high enough flux density to
be detected within a single transit through
the primary beam.

2-PAD is based at Jodrell Bank
Observatory, GB, where the various
subsystems are currently entering the
commissioning and integration phase.
The 2-PAD design team is based at the
University of Manchester, GB, the
University of Oxford, GB, and the
University of Cambridge, GB, with
contributions from ASTRON, NL, on many
aspects of the design.

The second possibility for testing of BEST2 is related to post-processing, using high

The 2-PAD antenna development has
involved the design of two novel
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technologies, the BECA (Bunny Ear
Combline Antenna), see Figure 24, and
the ORA (Octagon Ring Antenna) arrays,
see Figure 25. 2-PAD will also include the
integration and testing of a reference
Vivaldi antenna, FLOTT (FlowPAD
Towards TwoPAD), see Figure 26.
FLOTT is a larger implementation of
ASTRON's FlowPAD array which uses
advanced,
printed
manufacturing
technology to provide a high performance,
low cost antenna.
Figure 26. The FLOTT Antenna Array at Jodrell
Bank Observatory. Credit: G. Harris

All infrastructure has been installed at
Jodrell Bank and the integration of the
subsystems is scheduled for July 2009.
There will be performance testing with
both astronomical and artificial sources
through to the end of October 2009.
2-PAD will have valuable ongoing use in
the next stages of aperture array
development in the Aperture Array
Verification
Programme
(AAVP)
of
PrepSKA project.

Figure 24. The BECA array developed for 2-PAD at
Jodrell Bank Centre for Radio
Astronomy, University of Manchester.
Credit: A. Holloway.

More details of 2-PAD can be found in the
recent SKADS Newsletter #5, available at
www.skads-eu.org.
On behalf of the SKADS team:
Steve Torchinsky
SKADS Project Scientist
SKADS is partly funded by European Community
Framework Programme 6, Square Kilometer Array
Design Study (SKADS), contract #011938.

Figure 25. The ORA array developed for 2-PAD at
University of Manchester. Credit: A.
Holloway.

INDIA
G/Tsys with improved feeds and receivers,
(d) revamped servo system, and (e)
modern and versatile control and monitor
system.

GMRT Upgrade Activities

A significant upgrade of the GMRT is
currently underway, and is funded until
2012. The main focus of this upgrade is to
provide: (a) almost continuous coverage
from 30 - 1,500 MHz in frequency, (b)
increased
instantaneous
bandwidth
coverage of up to 400 MHz, from the
present value of 32 MHz, (c) improved

Some of the recent developments in the
above context have been:
1. The new broadband analogue link
that will bring back the full RF band
MHz from each antenna has now
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2.

3.

4.

5.

development of a prototype 8 station,
400 MHz BW correlator +
beamformer that will be common for
both the GMRT and the KAT-7.

been installed for 4 antennas, as a
prototype (Figure 27 and Figure 28).
Tests and characterisation of this link
are ongoing and prototype broadband
correlators will soon be connected to
the wideband signals from four
antennas to carry out astronomical
tests.
Two units of a new broad-band 550 900 MHz feed have been constructed
and being tested on GMRT antennas
(Figure 29). New room temperature,
broadband LNA achieving ~ 35 K Tlna
over ~ 500 - 900 MHz has been
designed and built (Figure 30 and
Figure 31) to match this feed. If the
performance is found to be
satisfactory, this feed and LNA
combination will be taken up for mass
production for the 30 antennas of the
GMRT.
As part of the plan for upgrading the
servo system of the GMRT to use
brushless motors, a prototype version
was successfully installed and tested
on a single GMRT antenna. Efforts
are on to further fine tune the
performance of this new servo
system. Plans are underway to
procure components for outfitting at
least 4 antennas of the GMRT with
these new brushless drive systems
by March 2010.
As part of the plans for upgrade of
the control and monitor software for
the GMRT, and to develop a generic
software architecture for a radio
observatory, collaborative efforts
have been started with software
groups based in Pune. A detailed
specification for control and monitor
software system for a radio telescope
and an optical telescope have been
developed in collaboration with one
group (Persistent Systems Private
Limited). Another group, Tata
Research, Design and Development
Centre (TRDDC), has developed a
prototype version of a modern control
and monitor system that has been
tested for a 3 antenna sub-system of
the GMRT. Some of these results
were presented in the Low Frequency
Radio Universe meeting organised by
NCRA in Pune on 8-12 December
2008.
As part of the plan for a 32 station,
400 MHz BW digital back-end for the
GMRT, NCRA entered into a MoU
with SKA South Africa for the

Figure 27. New fibre link installed in C5 antenna of
the GMRT

Figure 28. Prototype units of the new fibre link
installed in C5 antenna of the GMRT

Figure 29. Prototype unit of the new 550 - 900 MHz
feed mounted on one antenna of the
GMRT (with CSIRO Australia)
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Indian Contribution to Software Development
for the SKA

Discussions have been taking place with
the SPDO to explore the possibilities of an
Indian
contribution
to
software
development for the SKA. As part of this
effort, an international meeting on "High
Performance Computing in Observational
Astronomy:
Requirements
and
Challenges" will be held in Pune, India on
12-16 October 2009. This meeting is
jointly hosted by three institutions from
Pune: the National Centre for Radio
Astrophysics (NCRA), the Inter-University
Centre for Astronomy & Astrophysics
(IUCAA) and the Centre for Development
of Advanced Computing (CDAC). More
details about this workshop can be found
at: www.ncra.tifr.res.in/~hpc.astro.

Figure 30. Prototype of the 500 - 900 MHz LNA for
the 550 - 900 MHz feed.

15 Metre Dish

As part of NCRA's plans for exploring new
technologies, a 15 metre dish was
installed at the Pune campus, towards the
end of 2008 (Figure 32). Many additions
and improvements have been carried to
this dish since then, such as provisions for
shielding, insulation and air-conditioning of
the enclosure at the base of the dish.
Tests of the servo system components in
preparation for automated rotation of the
dish are also underway. It is presently
being fitted with the RF, fibre and digital
electronics and should become fully
operational shortly.

Figure 31. Measured response of the amplifier
The GMRT Software Back-end

A new software based back-end, the
GMRT Software Back-end (GSB), which
carries out real-time correlation and
incoherent and phased array beam
forming over 32 MHz bandwidth for 32
stations, has been developed at the
NCRA. It uses off-the-shelf components
for implementing a parallel distributed data
acquisition and computing cluster that
works in real-time with 30 antennas of the
GMRT.
The GSB has been interfaced to the main
control software of the GMRT and is
undergoing final rounds of testing to check
the different modes of operation. It will be
available as a regular new back-end at the
GMRT from cycle 17 onwards (starting
mid-October 2009).

Figure 32. A view of the new 15 m dish installed at
NCRA, Pune.

Yashwant Gupta
NCRA (TIFR), India
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SOUTH AFRICA
New Leaders and Local Communities Confirm
their Support for SKA South Africa

enthusiasm for
communities.

the

project

in

these

Following the April 2009 General Election
in South Africa, the South African SKA
Project has briefed Naledi Pandor
(Minister for Science and Technology),
who spoke about her support for the SKA
and the MeerKAT in her budget speech in
parliament. The project office also briefed
Hazel Jenkins (Premier of the Northern
Cape) and Moira Marais-Martin (Director
General of the Province) on the progress
of the South African SKA site bid, the
establishment of a protected radio
astronomy reserve and the construction of
the MeerKAT Telescope. The Premier
and the Director General confirmed the
continuing and enthusiastic support of the
Northern Cape Government for the
project.

A small number of farmers and their
employees will be affected by the
regulations in terms of the Astronomy
Geographic Advantage Act by regulating
transmissions in the area which might
interfere with the MeerKAT or the SKA.
The South African SKA Project and the
Department of Science and Technology
are working with the Agricultural Union
and the affected farmers to implement
alternative solutions for services which
might be lost, including TV, emergency
communications,
trunked
telecommunications and even internet
connections.
The South African SKA Project office
facilitated the establishment of a Cyberlab
at the Carnarvon High School by the
Universal Service and Access Agency of
South
Africa
(USAASA).
Forty-five
computers have been installed in a
specially designed laboratory at the school
and the Project and USAASA are working
on an interim internet connection to the
Cyberlab pending the construction of the
optical fibre link to Klerefontein and the
SKA / MeerKAT site early in 2010. The
South African SKA Project is also working
with the Northern Cape’s Department of
Education, Science and Technology to
bring additional maths and science
teachers to the area. A programme is
being launched to upgrade the knowledge
and qualifications of maths and science
teachers in Williston, Carnarvon, Van
Wyksvlei and Brandvlei.

Following the meeting with the Premier, Dr
Bernie Fanaroff (South African SKA
Project Director), Kim de Boer (SA SKA
Human
Capital
Manager),
Tracy
Cheetham
(SA
SKA
Infrastructure
Manager),
Dr
Tshepo
Seekoe
(Department of Science and Technology
General
Manager),
Paki
Monyobo
(Northern Cape Government SKA Project
Manager) and Dawie Fourie (SA SKA Site
Manager) met with, and briefed, the local
stakeholder forum in Carnarvon (Figure
43). The stakeholder forum includes the
mayors and municipal managers of
Williston, Carnarvon and the district
municipalities of Kareeberg and Karoo
Hoogland, as well as the principals and
teachers
of
the
local
schools,
representatives of the Agricultural Union,
representatives of local business and the
tourism sector. The meeting was also
attended by representatives of the
Tourism, Environmental Affairs and
Transport, Roads and Public Works
Departments of the Northern Cape
Province.

Exciting Progress at MeetKAT Site and Support
Base.

The MeerKAT dish construction shed
(Figure 33) is fully complete and now
houses a 12 m diameter dish mould
(Figure 34), which is in its final stages of
completion.
The project director and
members of the Northern Cape Working
Group visited the site on 28 May 2009 and
saw the EMMS team sanding and
polishing the mould to obtain a surface
accuracy of 0.5 mm (Figure 35). A dish
crane (Figure 36), located 17 m above the

The preparation of the astronomy site at
Losberg, the support base at Klerefontein
and the infrastructure has created
business and job opportunities in the area
for local people, and there is huge
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mould, lifts moulded dishes and positions
them onto a trailer. The trailer has been
custom built for the purpose of
transporting the completed dishes from the
shed to the site, 6 km away. The trailer
(Figure 37) is 4 m wide and 15 m long and
was built by Ramkat Trailers in Cape
Town.
Figure 38 shows an artist’s
impression of a MeerKAT dish being
transported on the custom-built trailer.
Figure 36. Dr Bernie Fanaroff, SKA South Africa
Project Director, testing out the indoor
dish crane.

Figure 37. MeerKAT dish trailer (4 m x 15 m).
Figure 33. MeerKAT dish construction shed

Figure 38. Artist’s impression of a MeerKAT dish
being moved on the custom-built trailer.

The KAT-7 site (Figure 39) is easily
accessible on the new 6 km road which
links the construction shed to the site. The
foundations for the seven antennas have
been completed (Figure 40). Figure 41
shows a mobile water source at the KAT-7
site.

Figure 34. MeerKAT dish mould

The tender for the grid power and
overhead optical fibre has closed and a
decision on the contractor is expected in
early-July 2009; the work will commence
shortly after the contract has been
awarded.
A design and engineering
services tender for MeerKAT has recently
been advertised; the KAT-7 reticulation
tender was advertised on 5 June 2009.

Figure 35. Polishing the MeerKAT dish mould

Renovations at the SKA South Africa
Support Base have been completed.
Offices, workstations, a mechanical
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laboratory, a boardroom and an indoor
braai (barbecue) area are now available.

Figure 39. KAT-7 configuration
Figure 42. Generator at Klerefontein

Figure 40. KAT-7 foundation in the foreground with
steamroller compacting gravel paving
around foundations seen in the
background.

Figure 43. Boardroom at Klerefontein: Standing
from left to right: Mr. Sipeko Kumalo,
Department of Transport, Roads and
Public Works, Northern Cape
Government, Mr. Paki Monyobo, SKA
Project Manager for the Northern Cape
Province and Ms. Tracy Cheetham, SKA
SA Infrastructure Manager. Seated from
left to right: Dr. Tshepo Seekoe, General
Manager: Radio Astronomy Advances –
Department of Science and Technology,
Dr. Bernie Fanaroff, SKA SA Project
Director and Mr. Dawie Fourie, SKA SA
Site Manager

Kat-7 (Prototype) System Engineering Update
Figure 41. Mobile water source at KAT-7 site.

Antennas

Photographs from Klerefontein are shown
in Figure 42 and Figure 43.

The pedestals and other components of
the seven KAT-7 prototype antennas were
delivered to the telescope site in the Karoo
in June 2009 (Figure 44 and Figure 45).
The team commissioned and assembled
an industrialisation model in Pretoria in
order to minimise the amount of work
required on site. The first fully tested and
commissioned antenna will be handed
over to SKA South Africa by the contractor
BAE in early-August 2009.
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Feeds and cryogenic system
The design and development on the feed
and cryogenic system have been
completed. The horn was tested at a
testing range and actual vs. theoretical
performance correlated very well (Figure
46 and Figure 47). An innovative OMT
(orthogonal mode transducer) design
meant that weight budgets could be
achieved.
A significant amount of
development went into the design and
manufacturing of the cryogenic system. A
test unit that has been running for months
provides a high level of confidence that the
cryogenic system will perform as specified.

Figure 44. Diagram of KAT-7 system

Figure 46. Testing of feed horn

Figure 45. CAD image of completed KAT-7
antenna

Figure 47. Mounted feed package

Radio Front End (RFE)
Design reviews have been completed for
all the “stages” of the RFE system. The
next step is to install an integrated system
in the laboratory to undertake performance
testing prior to integrating with other
subsystems or integrating in the Karoo.
Tests at 50 K (70 K is expected in the
Karoo) proved that the Low Noise
Amplifier, integrated with the cryogenic
system, performs as predicted.
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and yielded a new understanding of the
level of engineering and concept
exploration required to get a system
running efficiently and reliably.

Digital Back End (DBE)
SKA South Africa is collaborating with the
University of California at Berkeley in
ROACH Board development (Figure 48).
In return for our contribution to the design
work, the South African project will receive
some of the boards to be manufactured.
The hardware required for the first two
working antennas (the so-called “fringe
finder”) has been delivered and early
testing on that has started. The aim is to
test these boards on the GMRT during
June - July 2009, prior to integrating them
into the fringe finder system.
In
preparation for producing the boards for
the
KAT-7
hardware,
the
last
manufacturing issues on the DBE are
currently being addressed.

C-BASS Dish Installed at MeerKAT Support
Base

The South African SKA Project, together
with the Hartebeesthoek Radio Astronomy
Observatory and Rhodes University, is
collaborating
with
Caltech,
Oxford
University and Manchester University on
the C-BASS (C-Band All Sky Survey)
project. Two antennas will be used in this
experiment: one at the Owens Valley
Observatory in California, and one 7.6 m
antenna at the Klerefontein support base
of the South African MeerKAT telescope.
Two antennas were purchased by the
South African SKA Project from the local
telecommunications
service
provider,
Telkom, at an extremely low price for use
in this experiment. The South African
antenna has now been erected at
Klerefontein (Figure 49 and Figure 50).
Charles Copley, a former MSc student
from Rhodes University, has written the
control and monitoring system for the
telescope and has project managed the
testing, moving and installation of the
antenna from Pretoria to Klerefontein.
Another former Rhodes student, Oliver
King, is building the receivers as part of
his PhD at Oxford University.

Figure 48. DBE Roach Board

Software development
Since software is the “glue” that keeps the
system together, the software group
continually interacts with the rest of the
technical team and scientists to ensure
that the software will cater for everybody’s
needs and will be what scientists expect.
It is expected that a fully simulated system
will be up and running by end-June 2009.
The group has also been working on ways
to process the large amounts of data from
MeerKAT in real time and on simulations
to predict performance from antennas
based on their beam patterns and mount
types.

Figure 49. C-BASS dish being lifted into position.

XDM (Single prototype dish at HartRAO)
A significant amount of effort has gone into
finalising the work on XDM to ensure that
the team obtains the expected learning
outcomes from the prototype, and that
these learning outcomes are documented.
This has provided valuable insight into
testing of subsystems prior to deployment
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Figure 51. One of the RFI-shielded containers
arrives at SAAO.

Figure 50. Completed C-BASS antenna with control
and instrumentation container in front.

The C-BASS project is intended to
undertake an all-sky, total power and
linear polarisation measurement to obtain
a precise map, in the C-Band, of the
Stokes parameters of the Galaxy. Whilst
this map will be important for astronomy in
general, its main function is to enable
extrapolation of measurements of the total
power and linearly polarised emission of
the Galaxy to the bands that will be used
by the Planck satellite. One of the major
objectives of Planck is to detect the Bmode in CMB polarisation, which requires
very precise subtraction of the Galaxy
foreground.

Figure 52. The last of the four containers placed
into position.

These containers, shipped from The
Netherlands, are specially designed and
outfitted to accommodate all the electronic
equipment that are needed to control,
monitor and operate the initial KAT-7 and
the subsequent MeerKAT radio telescopes
(Figure 53 and Figure 54).
The purchase of RFI-shielded containers
was seen as the perfect solution to obtain
a portable shielded environment within the
extremely tight timelines of the project.
Furthermore, they will enable the
MeerKAT engineers to conduct early
integration in Cape Town, at a convenient
and accessible venue, before the entire
infrastructure at the Karoo site has been
installed.

SKA South Africa Celebrates the Arrival of RFIShielded Containers.

An informal function took place at the
South African Astronomical Observatory
(SAAO) headquarters in Observatory,
Cape Town, on 29 May 2009, to celebrate
the arrival of four RFI-shielded containers
for the Karoo Array Telescope project
(Figure 51 and Figure 52).

Figure 53. An open RFI-shielded container
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Ian Newlands, Managing Director of
International Forwarding Service Cape
(Pty)
Ltd,
was
responsible
for
co-ordinating the shipment of the
containers to South Africa, their clearance
through customs, and their transport to the
SAAO.
Ian, a passionate amateur
astronomer, said that he had frequently
arranged the transport of equipment out to
the South African Large Telescope (SALT)
in Sutherland, and that he was excited to
be part of this project.

Figure 54. Inside finishing of the RFI-shielded
containers

Cynthia Strydom, personal assistant to the
current director of the SAAO, Dr Phil
Charles, remarked that the presence of
the containers on the grounds of the
observatory, the media attention around
the MeerKAT and SKA projects, and the
fact that 2009 has been declared the
International Year of Astronomy have all
combined to spark a great deal of interest
in both optical and radio astronomy.

Comtest, the Dutch company that
designed and built the containers, is a
world leader in the development and
production of shielded rooms. They have
participated in large turnkey projects such
as ESA ESTEC's Maxwell EMC test
chamber and ASTRON's LOFAR project.
Richard Lord, one of the telescope system
engineers, helped to finalise the container
design specifications and, together with
Carel van der Merwe, SKA SA
Infrastructure/Ancillary system engineer,
attended the acceptance testing procedure
at the Comtest factory.

According to Willem Esterhuyse, the
MeerKAT Project Manager, the Site
Services Container and the Antenna
Services Container will be shipped to the
Karoo site by the end of August 2009.
The Computing Container and the Control
& Monitoring Container will remain in
Cape Town until early-2010 in order to
complete integration work for the next
phase of the KAT-7 project.

The shielding effectiveness of the four
containers
exceeds
120dB
when
measured up to 3 GHz. TF Design have
been subcontracted to install a cooling
solution for the computer cabinets inside
the containers, since the electronic
equipment generates a lot of heat.

USA
a forward plan was identified for
development of a prototype antenna by
2012. An off-axis reflector with gregorian
optics and a feed-antenna indexer was
outlined as the best provisional choice. A
document that summarises this choice and
the reasoning behind it is under
preparation.

Technology Development Program
(TDP)
The TDP is in its second year of a fouryear program. Good progress has been
made in its two principle areas: Antennas,
Feeds and Receivers, and Calibration and
Processing.

Fabrication of the prototype may either
use metal or composites and most likely
will not inform us, by itself, on economies
of scale of large-N manufacture. Thus
strong interest was expressed in favour of
exploring
hydroforming
in
studies
decoupled from the fabrication of the
single prototype. Hydroforming studies

The Antennas Working Group (AWG) met
in Los Angeles, CA, US, on 6-7 May 2009,
with world-wide participation that included
the SKA Project Engineer and the SPDO
Antennas Domain Specialist.
At the
meeting, developments in reflectors, feed
antennas and LNAs were summarised and
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would parallel those now being done with
composite antennas.
Considerable
interest was expressed in pursuing
hydroforming of 12 m (or larger) apertures.

The prototype EVLA WIDAR correlator
was installed and tested during the second
half of 2008, and the final WIDAR
correlator
is
now
undergoing
its
installation. Figure 55 shows an image
from a 2-hr EVLA observation at 5 GHz,
using a 4-station correlator prototype. The
dynamic range achieved for this image
was approximately 73,000, and no closure
errors were seen at that level. Since then,
interference fringes have been found with
a 10-station subset of the final correlator.

A feed indexer is necessary in any
antenna that will accommodate a wideband single-pixel feed along with a
phased-array feed. In addition, significant
advantages apply to the presence of dual
or multiple single-pixel feeds. These can
extend the nominal frequency range of
SKA-mid, provide more options for
optimising system temperatures through
selective cooling of one or more frequency
bands, and may offset the extra cost of an
indexer and multiple feed packages with
better performance.
The leader of the Calibration and
Processing Group also attended the AWG
meeting owing to the cross-connection of
calibration issues and imaging dynamic
range with antenna design. Talks from the
AWG meeting may be found at the TDP
web site (http://skatdp.astro.cornell.edu).
The TDP Project Office is also exploring,
along with NRAO and the SPDO,
placement of the prototype antenna at the
EVLA site for testing within an array
environment. Many details need to be
worked out for this to take place on the
2012 timescale.

Figure 55. Image of quasar 0217+738 at 5 GHz,
using a four-station prototype of the
EVLA WIDAR correlator. A dynamic
range of 72,800:1 was achieved, with no
closure errors at that level.

The TDP is in the process of letting a
contract to Patriot Systems for a
manufacturing study of antennas of
various types. This will contribute to an
overall comparison of costs for competitive
manufacturing methods.

The old VLA correlator will be
decommissioned at the beginning of 2010,
after 30 years of operation. Following
approximately two months of downtime for
the VLA in order to move hardware from
the old correlator, the EVLA will be on line
with the WIDAR correlator in March 2010.
At that time, at least 25 antennas will be
converted to EVLA standards, and the old
VLA essentially will cease to exist.
Initially, the new correlator will be operated
for most users with two basic modes, one
“continuum” and one spectral-line, both of
which
will
provide
significant
enhancements over old VLA capabilities.
The widest bandwidth of 8 GHz per
polarisation will be available in the
“Resident
Shared
Risk
Observing”
(RSRO) program in early-2011; the RSRO
program requires observers to spend (at
least) several months in New Mexico
assisting with EVLA commissioning. The
widest bandwidth capability will be

Jim Cordes
TDP Project Director

U.S. Demonstrator Arrays
Expanded Very Large Array (EVLA)

The EVLA project is making good
progress toward its completion in late2012 or early-2013, when the final
receivers will be installed. Twenty-one of
the 28 VLA antennas now have been
converted to EVLA specifications, and
account for more than 75% of all antennahours in scientific observations. The last
antennas are scheduled to be converted in
approximately mid-2010.
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available, the new web-based Observation
Preparation Tool (OPT) is available to
observers now and has already been used
for science observations. The new OPT is
the only supported way to access the
extended tuning ranges of the EVLA, such
as those provided by the new 26 - 40 GHz
and 4 - 8 GHz receivers.

available to all observers in 2012, as
shown in Figure 56.

Figure 56. Staged plan for the final years of

The financial contingency available to the
EVLA Project is adequate for completion
of the project on schedule and on budget
in 2012. Beginning even before 2012, the
EVLA will be provide significant scientific
inputs to the SKA, in determining both
algorithmic and natural (e.g., source
confusion) limitations to deep imaging at
centimetre wavelengths. In addition, the
well-calibrated
antennas
and other
hardware will provide an important “ground
truth” for prototype SKA systems in the
Dish Verification Program.

transition from VLA Operations to EVLA
Operations. The 2-GHz and 8-GHz
bandwidths may be available 12-18
months earlier than shown for those
participating in the Resident Shared Risk
program. Note that the order of the
EVLA configurations will change at the
beginning of 2010, to facilitate final
correlator commissioning.

Improved EVLA frequency coverage is
now becoming available at a fairly rapid
rate; the schedule for availability of all
EVLA bands over the next several years is
shown in Figure 57. As of May 2009,
there are 10 antennas with the new 26.5 40 GHz capability installed, a number
which will rise to 18 by the late-2009.
Development of the final orthomode
transducers for the EVLA has now
enabled retrofitting of the lower frequency
bands to have full frequency coverage with
good polarisation characteristics; there are
now eight “final” EVLA receivers covering
the full 4 - 8 GHz band, and the final 1 - 2
GHz receivers also are being installed.
Fringes also have been found between the
first two production receivers in the 2 - 4
GHz band; 15 feed horns for this band
now have been fabricated, and many more
2 - 4 GHz systems will become available
during the remainder of 2009.

Allen Telescope Array (ATA)

Activities with the ATA have focused on
array commissioning, completion of
preliminary science campaigns, and
launching of new surveys. Members of
the ATA team have also led submission of
a new proposal to ASTRO2010, the
decadal survey of astronomy and
astrophysics in the US. The Radio Sky
Surveys Project (RSSP) is centred on
term-limited science surveys with an ATA
expanded to 256 antennas.
The
expansion would make the ATA the
premier survey instrument in the world.
Surveys are in the areas of transient and
variable sources, gravity-wave detection
through pulsar-timing, galaxy evolution
through hydrogen emission, galactic
structure and star formation, and magnetic
fields. In addition to UC Berkeley and the
SETI Institute, 26 individuals, and the
Nanograv
pulsar-timing
collaboration
signed on as partners to the RSSP
submission to Astro 2010. Jill Tarter
received a TED award, which is providing
support and impetus for the OpenSETI
project.
Commissioning activities have included
retrofits to the feed, integration of digital
backends,
robust
operations,
improvements in data quality and
calibration, and pipeline processing of
imaging data. The feed retrofit involves
replacement of a faulty tip circuit board,
repair of cryogenic leaks, and replacement

Figure 57. EVLA receiver availability schedule for
the remainder of the project. Interim
receivers (e.g., 1-2 GHz and 4-8 GHz
receivers without full polarisation
capability) are not shown.

Although it will not officially reach version
1.0 until the WIDAR correlator becomes
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et al.) - see Figure 59, and the Pi GHz Sky
Survey (Bower et al.). A paper on multifrequency observations of star-forming
galaxies is nearing submission (Williams
et al.). A long-term schedule is being
developed that includes the surveys
described above as well as a subset of the
external proposals that were accepted in
Summer of 2008.

of LNAs in a small number of feeds.
Approximately half of the feeds have been
retrofitted in the past year.
For the
correlator, a significant communications
problem that caused correlator boards to
lock-up was resolved, inefficiencies in
data-taking were eliminated, and a
standard data-catcher was adopted. The
narrowband
correlator
mode
was
developed and successfully tested (Figure
58). Currently, two 32 antenna, 100 MHz
correlators are functioning; components to
expand the correlators to 42 antennas are
in hand and require testing and assembly.
Two beamformers are functioning and a
third is under construction. Significant
development towards robust calibration
and operation of the beamformer have
been taken. Characterisation of pointing,
beam-shape,
SEFD,
polarisation
performance, and image mosaicing have
been successful at producing higher
quality images, including noise-limited
images.

Figure 59. Galactic Centre image made with the
correlator in preparation for the
upcoming commensal survey with SETI
narrowband search and imaging
transient search. [Law, Williams, et al.]

Long Wavelength Array (LWA)

The past few months have been an
exciting time for the LWA project. In
February 2009, the Preliminary Design
Review for the first station was held and,
in May 2009, there was a critical review of
the array configuration, antenna, ground
screen, power distribution and the
electronics shelter. Site preparations have
already
begun
and
a
significant
construction effort is planned for the
(northern) summer.

Figure 58. Spectrum of 6.7 GHz methanol maser
emission from the W3 star-forming
region with 0.3 km/s velocity resolution
obtained with the new narrow band
correlator mode. [Forster, Welch, et al.]

Several posters showing results from the
ATA were presented at the 214th American
Astronomical
Society
meeting
in
Pasadena, CA, on 7 - 11 June 2009.
These included a 20 cm wavelength, 10epoch survey of 800 square degrees
(ATATS; Croft et al.), HI imaging of nearby
galaxies (Bauermeister et al.), real time
imaging (Keating et al.), the Fly's Eye
transient survey (Siemion et al.) and fasttransient imaging (Law et al.). In addition,
new results from surveys that have
recently launched will be presented: the
SETI Galactic Centre Survey (Blair et al.),
a commensal correlator search for
transients in the Galactic Centre (Williams

On 1 April 2009, the Commissioner for
State Lands, Patrick Lyons, signed the
lease for the next two LWA stations. Work
is in progress to establish basic
infrastructure (roads, fence, power,
communications, etc.) at the second site.
The final design for the LWA-1 antennas
has been completed and prototyped. The
prototypes were built by Burns Industries
and assembled at the LWA-1 site in April
2009 (Figure 60).
This design uses
considerably less material than the initial
blade design, while still meeting the
electrical
performance
requirements.
Furthermore, it meets our criteria for
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stiffness and ease of installation - there
are 256 elements in each station. These
antennas mount onto a post (the Oz-Post)
that can be quickly hammered into the
ground.

Figure 61. The Pictor A field as seen by the MWA
prototype 32T system. For this image,
24 tiles were operational.

Figure 60. Prototype LWA-1 antenna

Producing such images is a useful check
on overall system behaviour, but the
current
emphasis
is
on
detailed
assessment
of
engineering
issues
throughout the system.
To this end,
monthly site visits, of order one week
duration each, are in progress, aided by
the installation of suitable infrastructure
(Figure 62). Project staff work on the
equipment during the Australian daytime,
and turn the array over to remote
observers in Boston during the night. In
this manner, rapid progress on identifying,
understanding and resolving issues is
possible. Pending satisfactory outcomes
of ongoing project review by Australian
and US funding agencies, the physical
completion of the array is scheduled for
the third quarter of 2010, with
commissioning extending through the end
of 2010.

Further details about the LWA can be
found on the LWA webpages at
http://lwa.unm.edu.
Murchison Widefield Array (MWA)

The MWA project remains focused on
demonstration of full end-to-end operation
of a 32 tile prototype system.
This
demonstration, scheduled for the JulyAugust 2009, will set the stage for
replication of all field systems, and the
commencement of build out to the full
system. The goal is to retire almost all of
the hardware system risk by rigorously
demonstrating and verifying the 32T array.
Already, the system is yielding robust
imaging datasets. Figure 61 shows a map
of the Pictor A field, roughly 30 degrees
across, imaged at 159 MHz with a 1.28
MHz bandwidth combining a handful of 5minute snapshots with 24 operating tiles.
Many sources are visible in addition to
Pictor A, and the dynamic range of this
image is ~1600:1.

Figure 62. Infrastructure at the MWA site. To the
left is office and lab space, and to the
right is a shielded hut for array
electronics. A 35 kVA generator is also
on site.
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Precision Array to Probe
Reionization (PAPER)

the Epoch

from a 16 antenna array at our NRAO
Green Bank, WV, test site to characterise
the temperature dependence of system
gain and to use the enhanced imaging
capability of this array for characterising
the primary beam. Analysis is proceeding
through the AIPY software toolkit. This
toolkit provides modular routines for
exploring
calibration,
imaging,
and
analysis of interferometric data, with
special attention given to the unique needs
of low frequency interferometry.
In
addition to many well known algorithms,
this package includes implementations of
delay/delay rate filters (arXiv:0901.2575),
which have been instrumental (Figure 63)
in fully removing the strongest celestial
sources from PAPER data in order to
access a next tier of sources for
calibration.

of

The PAPER project continues to expand
and mature as the team (Berkeley,
NRAOCV/Soc, UVA, Penn, Curtin)
prepares to deploy a 32 antenna array in
Western Australia in (northern) Autumn
2009. A set of 40 sleeved, dipole antenna
elements with trough reflector ground
screens have been manufactured and
tested, and are being prepared for
shipment to the Murchison Radio
Observatory (MRO) site.
Having
demonstrated the quality of these
manufactured
antennas,
we
are
proceeding with the construction of
another set of 40 antennas that will be
shipped to MRO for a 64 antenna
deployment that will follow closely on the
heels of the upcoming 32 antenna
deployment.
Meanwhile, the digital FX correlator that
will support these arrays is being ported to
a new generation of computing hardware
co-developed by the Center or Astronomy
Signal
Processing
and
Electronics
Research (CASPER), NRAO, and the
South African MeerKAT team.
The
flexibility of this FPGA-based hardware
correlator (arXiv:0809.2266), which uses
10GbE switches to route packetised data
between hardware modules, is enabling
correlator development to be shared
between CASPER, MeerKAT, GMRT and
PAPER.

Figure 63. Maps, shown in log10 (Jy/beam) and
derived from the same 16 antenna
PAPER data, illustrating how residuals
of first order source removal (top) are
further suppressed through the
application of delay/delay rate filters
(bottom).

A. Parsons

Following on our recent work generating
an all sky map and power spectrum using
data from 4 and 8 antenna deployments of
PAPER
(arXiv:0904.2334),
we
are
currently in the process of analysing data
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